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Abstract

A fundamental complexity of polio eradication is that the elimination of wild poliovirus (WPV)

alters the risk-benefit profile of using oral polio vaccine (OPV)—as WPV is eliminated, OPV

produces an increasing proportion of the paralytic disease burden since, in rare instances, OPV

causes paralysis in vaccine recipients and generates circulating vaccine-derived polio outbreaks

(cVDPV) in under-immunized populations. Therefore, to secure the success and long-term stability

of polio eradication after the elimination of WPV, OPV use should eventually cease. Type 2 OPV

(OPV2) was withdrawn from routine immunization (RI) in April 2016, but detection of type 2

cVDPV has necessitated the use of OPV2 in outbreak response. Thus the world today: RI with

OPV2 has stopped, but OPV2 is needed to interrupt outbreaks, and any future OPV2 use several

years hence will take place in a population with an unprecedented lack of type 2 immunity. To

better understand the complex risk landscape of OPV cessation, we reproducibly summarized data

spanning 75 years of polio literature detailing how vaccination affects individual-level susceptibility

to infection and viral shedding. We then examined individual-level immunity in the context of

close-contact transmission data from the USA and India to quantify the impacts of vaccination on

transmission. Our results demonstrate that in settings with inadequate sanitation: (1) OPV has

been effective in all populations because it blocks transmission locally, (2) cross-immunity against

type 2 produced by bivalent OPV is insufficient to block OPV2 transmission, (3) IPV boosting after
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prior OPV or WPV exposure is effective for interrupting transmission in settings where inadequate

or waning immunity permits significant re-infection, and (4) OPV transmission is limited more by

population immunity than attenuation and so the risk of seeding new cVDPV with OPV use will

increase substantially a few years after OPV cessation. We conclude with discussion of the

implications for policy decisions about IPV and OPV use and vaccine research.

Author Summary

Oral polio vaccine (OPV) has played an essential role in the elimination of wild poliovirus (WPV),

which persists in only three countries. OPV contains live, transmissible viruses that can spread from

person-to-person, limited by immunity in OPV recipients and their contacts, and community

structure. If OPV spread is insufficiently limited, circulating vaccine-derived poliovirus (cVDPV)

outbreaks can occur. After OPV is no longer used in routine immunization, as with the cessation of

type 2 OPV this year, population immunity limiting transmission will decline. A key question is how

this affects the potential of OPV to spread across communities. To address this, we calculated the

relative strengths and roles of immunity, sanitation, and community structure in limiting OPV

spread. Our results derive from a detailed review and synthesis of decades of vaccine trial data and

community epidemiological studies. Shedding, dose response, and community structure are

quantitatively analyzed to systematically explain and model observations of WPV and OPV

circulation in low, moderate, and high-transmission settings. We show that within three years of

OPV cessation, renewed OPV use will result in propagating OPV transmission and cVDPVs in

high-transmission settings, and that this conclusion is compatible with the observed absence of

cVDPVs in low-transmission settings.

Introduction 1

Through mass vaccination with the live-attenuated Sabin strains in oral polio vaccine (OPV), wild 2

poliovirus (WPV) has been eliminated from all but three countries [1, 2]. The substitution of natural 3

WPV infection with OPV vaccination has been responsible for a ten-thousand-fold reduction of 4

annual paralytic polio cases [1]. Sabin OPV has been the preferred vaccine for polio eradication 5

because it is affordable, can be reliably delivered by volunteers without medical training, and is 6

effective against poliovirus infection [3, 4]. Unique among current human vaccines, the Sabin strains 7
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are readily transmissible. This transmissibility provides additional passive immunization that 8

enhances the effectiveness of OPV for generating herd immunity. However, Sabin OPV can in rare 9

instances cause paralytic poliomyelitis [5] and establish endemic circulation of vaccine-derived 10

poliovirus (cVDPV) [6]. Thus, to complete the task of poliovirus eradication, Sabin OPV 11

vaccination must eventually cease [7]. 12

The dual role of Sabin OPV as both a vaccine and a source of transmissible poliovirus is 13

responsible for key uncertainties surrounding the ability of the Global Polio Eradication Initiative 14

(GPEI) to achieve and sustain eradication. To date, polio outbreaks have taken place in regions of 15

low immunity against infection surrounded by regions of high immunity [8], OPV campaigns 16

implemented in outbreak response have been effective for interrupting transmission [3], and cVDPV 17

epidemics have been rare [9]. However, within a few years of global OPV cessation, a birth cohort 18

will accumulate with an unprecedented lack of immunity against poliovirus infection. If poliovirus 19

outbreaks occur after cessation due to accidental or deliberate re-introduction [10–12], or sustained 20

silent transmission [2, 13–15] as has recently been observed in Nigeria following the April 2016 global 21

type 2 OPV cessation [2], will cVDPV emergences following OPV use remain rare? 22

The answer to that question requires a quantitative understanding of deeper questions about how 23

the facts of individual-level immunity, viral infectivity, and transmission dynamics fit together to 24

explain the epidemiology of poliovirus transmission. Immunity derived from multiple vaccination 25

with trivalent OPV (tOPV) reduces poliovirus shedding after oral exposure by a few orders of 26

magnitude [4], but what is the quantitative relationship between shedding and transmission? How 27

does the relationship vary among populations with different levels of fecal-oral exposure? After OPV 28

cessation, will the effectiveness of routine immunization (RI) with inactivated polio vaccine (IPV) 29

against transmission in high income countries [16–20] generalize to all settings to prevent cVDPV 30

emergence from OPV use, given the limited effectiveness of IPV alone against fecal shedding [21] and 31

the proven ability of WPV to transmit in an IPV-only country [15,22]? Post-OPV2-cessation, how 32

does the transmission-blocking effectiveness of the heterotypic immunity provided by types 1 and 3 33

bivalent OPV (bOPV) compare with that of tOPV and IPV [23,24]? To achieve polio eradication, in 34

what settings will the effectiveness of IPV to boost prior immunity from live poliovirus [25] be most 35

useful for interrupting transmission? How does the relationship between immunity and transmission 36

vary with differences in viral infectivity between the Sabin strains, cVDPV, and WPV [26–28]? Is 37

reversion of the genetic attenuation of the Sabin strains [29] the key bottleneck preventing cVDPV 38

emergence, or is cVDPV primarily controlled by population immunity [26]? 39
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The best tool to extrapolate from experience to an unprecedented situation is mathematical 40

modeling, grounded deeply in biology and epidemiology. Building extensively from primary 41

literature and previous reviews and models [4, 20,21,26–28,30], we developed a comprehensive and 42

transparent synthesis of the evidence for how polio vaccination affects poliovirus transmission, with 43

the guiding principle that it is as important to communicate what our models say as why they say it. 44

From the totality of evidence collected over the last 75 years, we extrapolated from the 45

epidemiology of polio before OPV cessation to set expectations for OPV use after cessation. Our 46

analysis covers the impacts of vaccination on household and close-contact transmission of all three 47

Sabin strains and wild poliovirus. But, because the experiment of global Sabin 2 cessation has 48

already begun, we focus the majority of our Results and Discussion on Sabin 2 transmission. Our 49

results show that tOPV has been effective at interrupting polio transmission wherever it has been 50

reliably delivered because it is able to block the strongest links in the transmission chain, that IPV 51

boosting campaigns are effective for reducing transmission in settings where re-infection is common 52

due to high force of infection, waning immunity, and low OPV efficacy, that the cross-immunity 53

against type 2 provided by bOPV is unlikely to provide significant transmission-blocking immunity 54

against Sabin 2 in high transmission settings, and that the ability of Sabin 2 to transmit widely in 55

post-OPV settings will resemble the ability of WPV to spark outbreaks in the pre-vaccine era. We 56

conclude with discussion of the implications for OPV cessation, global IPV and OPV supply 57

requirements and use. 58

Guide to the manuscript. This paper is both a review of existing literature and a novel 59

synthesis of it, presented together so that the chain of evidence from the primary data to our 60

conclusions about Sabin transmission is unbroken. In the Methods section, we build our 61

mathematical model, based on a thorough review of individual-level studies of the impact of polio 62

vaccination on poliovirus shedding and a selective review of well-reported studies of polio 63

transmission within households and among close extra-familial contacts. Through our quantitative 64

review of poliovirus shedding duration, fecal viral concentration, dose response, and waning 65

immunity against intestinal infection, we developed an integrated mathematical framework unified 66

by a statistical immune correlate—the OPV-equivalent humoral antibody titer—to model the 67

interaction between polio vaccination and polio infection. We then reviewed detailed transmission 68

studies to provide the basis for our model of polio transmission. Each model component provides 69

quantatitive results that would constitute the end points of a more traditional metastudy. These 70
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“review results” are Methods with respect to model building, and our Results and Discussion, focused 71

on the roles of fecal-oral exposure and immunity in Sabin 2 transmission, derive from the completed 72

model of how polio vaccination affects poliovirus transmission. 73

Methods 74

Overview of mechanism, measurement, and modeling of poliovirus 75

transmission 76

A person’s eligibility to participate in poliovirus transmission depends on their ability to acquire 77

infections given exposure (acquisition and dose response) and their propensity to shed poliovirus 78

during infections (shedding duration and fecal viral concentration). Acquisition takes place orally, 79

and the intestines are the primary site of infection. All infected individuals shed poliovirus in feces, 80

and individuals with little immunity may also shed orally (for shorter durations at lower viral load 81

relative to fecal shedding). Mucosal (intestinal) immunity limits infection. Humoral (serologic) 82

immunity prevents viremia and thus oral shedding, central nervous system invasion, and paralytic 83

disease. Through the effects of immunity on infection, vaccination changes the transmission 84

dynamics in populations [4, 20,26,31]. Immunity against paralysis has no direct causal influence on 85

transmission, and the effectiveness of vaccination against paralysis has been thoroughly studied [32], 86

so paralysis is not analyzed in detail in this paper. 87

Through person-to-person transmission, polio infections can propagate quickly through local 88

intimate contact networks with insufficient infection blocking immunity and also transit between 89

local networks through weaker social ties. Community transmission is built from interactions of 90

many intimate contact networks, more weakly connected. 91

OPV challenge studies provide experimental model systems for studying poliovirus transmission. 92

With respect to transmission, successful OPV take (infection with live vaccine) creates index cases 93

that can transmit to contacts along natural routes. Data from WPV surveillance of index cases and 94

contacts can be analyzed similarly. From longitudinal sampling of either stool or serum, incidence 95

can be derived, prior immunity can be inferred, and exposure rates between contacts can be 96

estimated. 97

The transmission models in this paper were based on the assumption that person-to-person 98

contact enables fecal-oral transmission, mediated by the daily exchange of small amounts of fecal 99
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matter. Oral shedding was ignored, and so the transmission models are most appropriate for settings 100

with inadequate sanitation. Starting from a transmission model calibrated to a reference study of 101

Sabin transmission in the pre-OPV era [33], and incorporating WPV surveillance data from the 102

USA [34] and India [35], counter-factual studies were simulated to explore how changes to immunity 103

induced by different vaccination regimens affect transmission among intimate contacts. Individuals 104

in the transmission models represent the “average child” under five years of age expected after each 105

vaccination regimen; individual-level variability was ignored in favor of emphasizing relative 106

differences between vaccination regimens with all else held equal. The effects of larger family and 107

intimate social network sizes were also explored in the context of a simple network model. 108

In our modeling of Sabin transmission among close contacts shortly after OPV vaccination, we 109

ignored the possibility that genetic evolution may alter the infectiousness of the Sabin strains in the 110

few weeks after OPV exposure. From the known timescales of genetic reversion, it is likely that the 111

typical polioviruses shed in the first few weeks after monovalent OPV (mOPV) challenge have 112

reverted the attenuating nucleotide substitutions in the 5’ non-coding region but maintain 113

attenuating substitutions in the coding region [36]; this interpretation is compatible with the 114

evidence for partial attenuating marker reversion after the first week in the reference transmission 115

study [33]. We then approached understanding the role of complete reversion to wild-phenotype and 116

cVDPV emergence through quantified differences between the Sabin strains and wild polioviruses. 117

The data and biological inferences that informed each aspect of the immunity and transmission 118

models are described below. The quantitative details of the models follow the relevant data, and 119

data tables, analysis code, modeling code and parameters (Table S1) are provided in the supplement. 120

Interactive tools to explore the digitized primary data are available at 121

famulare.github.io/howPolioVaccinationAffectsPoliovirusTransmission/. 122

OPV-equivalent humoral immunity model 123

Previous reviews have demonstrated that homotypic OPV-induced humoral neutralizing antibody 124

titers (denoted NAb, measured as the geometric mean reciprocal dilution of serum that is able to 125

neutralize 100 TCID50 of the relevant poliovirus serotype) are predictive of infection acquisition 126

probability, shedding duration, and excreted viral load after OPV challenge [30,37]. IPV-induced 127

humoral antibody titers are not predictive of shedding and acquisition [30], but the impacts of 128

vaccine schedules containing IPV on fecal shedding can be described in terms of modeled 129
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OPV-equivalent humoral antibody titers (first introduced by Behrend et al [30] and called “mucosal 130

immunity” therein). 131

The concept of OPV-equivalent humoral antibody titer unifies shedding and acquisition data for 132

different vaccine schedules. Following the results of Behrend et al [30], we assumed that the typical 133

immunologically-naive individual with no history of poliovirus exposure (“unvaccinated”) and no 134

measurable humoral immunity (“seronegative”) is defined to have an OPV-equivalent humoral 135

antibody titer equal to one: NAb = 1, that the maximum median homotypic OPV-equivalent titer is 136

NAb = 2048 (= 211), and that homotypic antibody titers for each serotype are independent. 137

Sources of data on individual-level shedding and acquisition 138

Almost all relevant studies on OPV shedding, acquisition, and transmission published prior to 2012 139

were reviewed by Duintjer Tebbens et al [9]. Digitized data on shedding duration and fecal viral load 140

were taken from the supplementary material in Behrend et al [30], corrected where discrepancies 141

were noticed, and studies missing or involving bOPV were added [23–25]. Dose response data were 142

first digitized and made publically-available here. The analyses are broadly inclusive of published 143

data, but this paper does not represent a systematic review with pre-specified exclusion criteria. 144

Whole studies and trial arms were excluded if they reported evidence of substantial uncontrolled or 145

unmeasured natural exposure to either wild poliovirus or vaccines strains by contact prior to OPV 146

challenge or WPV infection [38–44] or when data across vaccination regimens or serotypes could not 147

be disaggregated [45]. We included OPV challenge studies in which low levels of natural exposure 148

were possible but not common. A summary of all included data describing vaccination regimens, 149

OPV challenge formulation or WPV exposure, ages, and available shedding and dose reponse data, 150

and possible natural exposure is provided in Table S2 [23–25,33,46–62]. For a deeper discussion of 151

data quality from the included studies, see Duintjer Tebbens et al [9]. 152

Statistical comparisons and model fitting 153

Shedding duration and dose response can be quantified with respect to prevalence of poliovirus in 154

stool after OPV challenge or WPV exposure. For each dataset considered, infection prevalence was 155

estimated as the number of subjects shedding in stool at each time point over the number tested. In 156

many cases, the data were digitized from published figures and the sample sizes at each time point 157

are approximate. For binary comparisons directly from prevalence data, all p-values reported in line 158
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with the text correspond to two-tailed Fisher’s exact tests. All model parameters describing 159

prevalences were fit by maximum likelihood assuming binomial sampling (at each time point when 160

relevant), and 95% confidence intervals were estimated by parametric bootstrap with 1000 replicates. 161

Models for positive-definite quantities (concentration of poliovirus in stool, antibody titer) were 162

estimated by ordinary least squares on log(quantity), and 95% confidence intervals assume 163

log-normality. To estimate bootstrap confidence intervals of parameters that are 164

conditionally-dependent on previously estimated parameters, we propagated uncertainty by 165

independently resampling parameters from the 95% confidence intervals assuming normality 166

(log-normality where appropriate) prior to resampling the data and re-estimating the parameters 167

currently under investigation. Differences in comparable quantities are considered statistically 168

significant at α = 0.05. 169

Shedding duration 170

Shedding duration after OPV challenge is an important correlate of an individual’s capacity to 171

transmit to others, and longitudinal studies of shedding duration after OPV challenge provided the 172

most informative starting point for comparing the impact of different routine immunization regimens 173

on transmission. 94 trial arms from 18 published studies provided adequate measurements of the 174

probability of fecal shedding over time given successful vaccine take after OPV challenge. The data 175

quantify shedding duration for each serotype for unvaccinated and known seronegative children, as 176

well as children who experienced one of 14 distinct RI regimens combining OPV and IPV. Most 177

subjects were 5 years old or younger at OPV challenge, although two cohorts of adults with natural 178

immunity were also included [46,59]. As described in detail below, RI regimen is predictive of 179

shedding duration. Conditional on RI regimen, data exploration revealed no associations of shedding 180

duration with age at OPV challenge or the precise RI schedule. Three studies of shedding duration 181

after WPV exposure contained adequate longitudinal data to estimate the duration of shedding after 182

wild poliovirus exposure in previously unimmunized individuals (either paralytic cases or individuals 183

with known serology) [34,63,64]; no data are available to test for serotype differences in WPV 184

shedding duration. 185

Immunologically-naive and maximally-immune individuals. With respect to shedding 186

after OPV challenge, there were no significant differences in shedding duration between unvaccinated 187

and confirmed seronegative children, and thus both subject types constitute the class of 188
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immunologically-naive individuals. There were also no significant differences in Sabin shedding 189

duration by serotype. Conditional on vaccine take, the maximum likelihood estimate of the median 190

shedding duration in an immunologically-naive individual shedding any Sabin strain is 191

30.3 (23.6, 38.6) days, shorter than the median shedding duration of WPV, 43.0 (35.7, 51.7) days 192

(Fig. 1). The Sabin shedding duration given vaccine take associated with maximum antibody titer 193

(NAb = 2048) is 6 (4, 10) days, as defined by the data from the tOPVx3 arm of Asturias et al [24]. 194

That trial arm was chosen to define maximal immunity because its subjects had the shortest interval 195

between the RI and OPV challenge (4 weeks), shortest median shedding duration and lowest 196

probability of vaccine take after mOPV challenge of all trial arms in all studies. Shedding duration 197

distributions for all represented RI regimens are shown in Fig. S1 and an online interactive 198

exploration of the digitized shedding duration data is available online. 199
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Figure 1. Shedding duration probability for immunologically-naive and
maximally-immune individuals. Empirical shedding duration reverse-cumulative distributions,
model maximum likelihood estimate, and 95% CI range shown.

Shedding duration after OPV challenge is correlated with log(NAb) [30], and so the probability 200

an individual is still shedding given an infection, as a function of OPV-equivalent humoral antibody 201

titer based on the data in Fig. 1, is plausibly distributed as: 202

P
(
shedding at t

∣∣NAb; infected at t = 0
)

=
1

2

(
1− erf

(
log(t)− (log(µ)− log(δ) log(NAb))√

2 log(σ)

))
, (1)

with Sabin parameters µS = 30.3 (23.6, 38.6) days and σS = 1.86 (1.57, 2.27) days, WPV parameters 203

µWPV = 43.0 (35.7, 51.7) days and σWPV = 1.69 (1.21, 1.94) days, and δ = 1.16 (1.13, 1.21) days. 204

This model for Sabin shedding with insignificantly different parameters was derived through 205

alternate means in the supplemental software of Behrend et al [30] but was not described, and it was 206
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used without derivation in references [36,65]. 207

Effects of routine immunization on shedding duration and pre-challenge immunity. 208

To enable quantitative comparisons between different RI regimens of the effect of pre-challenge 209

immunity on shedding after OPV challenge, we estimated the median shedding durations and 210

inferred pre-challenge OPV-equivalent antibody titers for all represented RI regimens and serotypes 211

using the maximum likelihood model for shedding duration after OPV challenge in Eq. (1) and 212

aggregated data for each RI regimen. Results across all RI regimens are shown in Fig. S2 and online. 213

For ease of comparison in the figures below, uncertainty in the median shedding duration for the 214

unvaccinated groups is recast as uncertainty in the median antibody titer rather than uncertainty in 215

the maximum likelihood parameters of Eq. (1). 216

Routine immunization with OPV. Median shedding duration and inferred pre-challenge 217

antibody titers for RI regimens based on OPV are shown in Fig. 2. Immunity generally increases 218

with the number of pre-challenge OPV doses. As is well known, repeated vaccination with tOPV 219

provokes stronger immunity against type 2 than type 1 or especially type 3. A single dose of tOPV 220

or mOPV are roughly equivalent for types 1 and 2. IPV prior to and concurrent with tOPV 221

provided no additional reduction in shedding duration over tOPV alone [21]. The lower overall level 222

of immunity in the IPV & tOPV data relative to the tOPV-only data may reflect setting-dependent 223

differences in vaccine effectiveness (Israel vs. majority of data from Latin America) or fast waning 224

(challenge 90 days after last RI dose for IPV & tOPV vs. 28 days after last RI dose for the majority 225

of tOPVx3 data; waning is discussed in detail later). As a rule of thumb, an additional dose of OPV 226

increases the modeled OPV-equivalent antibody titer by roughly a factor of 10. 227

Routine immunization with IPV only. There is no cumulative reduction of shedding duration 228

with the number of pre-challenge IPV doses (Fig. 3). All IPV-only RI regimens with significant 229

inferred pre-challenge immunity are supported by data from IPV trials conducted in otherwise 230

tOPV-using or pre-WPV-eradication settings [51, 55,56, 60], whereas the studies showing no impact 231

from IPV examined shedding in the youngest cohort studied in an OPV-using setting [23] or an 232

established IPV-only setting [58]. These data are consistent with the hypothesis that IPV-only 233

vaccination has no impact on shedding duration [21], in agreement with molecular evidence that IPV 234

produces no mucosal immunity in the absence of prior exposure to live poliovirus [66]. We discussed 235

IPV boosting in the dose response section. 236
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Figure 2. Effects of pre-challenge OPV vaccination on shedding duration and inferred
pre-challenge antibody titers. Median shedding durations derived from trial data (A) decrease
and modeled pre-challenge homotypic OPV-equivalent humoral antibody titers (B) increase with the
number of OPV doses. Results for OPV challenge with each serotype are represented by the same
color code throughout the paper (type 1, blue; type 2, red; type 3, orange).
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OPV-equivalent humoral antibody titer
Figure 3. Effects of pre-challenge IPV vaccination on shedding duration and inferred
pre-challenge antibody titers. Median shedding durations derived from trial data (A) and
modeled pre-challenge homotypic OPV-equivalent humoral antibody titers (B) are uncorrelated with
the number of IPV doses.

Heterotypic immunity provided by bOPV against mOPV2 challenge. In preparation for 237

the recent global switch from tOPV to bOPV in routine immunization and the need to understand 238

how the switch could impact type 2 immunity, recent studies have examined the heterotypic 239

immunity against mOPV2 challenge provoked by RI schedules containing bOPV and possibly one or 240

two doses of IPV [23, 24]. In settings where primary risks associated with OPV vaccination outweigh 241

transmission risks, current RI regimens use at least one dose of IPV followed by at least one dose of 242

bOPV, and in settings where type 1 transmission risk is of high concern, three doses of bOPV are 243

recommended with at least one dose of IPV concurrent with later doses of bOPV. 244

With respect to shedding duration, bOPVx3 & IPVx2 is the most effective vaccination regimen 245

for producing immunity against type 2 infection [24]. However, all bOPV-based regimens are roughly 246

equivalent to each other: the largest difference in median shedding duration after mOPV2 challenge 247

among the bOPV schedules (from bOPVx3 to bOPVx3 & IPVx2) is 4 (3,5) days, only 28% of the 14 248
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(13,15) day difference in going from tOPVx1 to tOPVx2. The similarity of schedules containing one 249

dose of bOPV to those containing three doses of bOPV suggest that most of the oberved immunity 250

is coming from the first successful bOPV take. As a reference, bOPVx3 in RI produces immunity 251

against type 2 equivalent to one dose of tOPV. 252
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Type 2
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Figure 4. Effects of pre-challenge bOPV vaccination on shedding duration and
inferred homotypic OPV-equivalent pre-challenge antibody titers against type 2
poliovirus. Median shedding durations derived from trial data (A) decrease and modeled
pre-challenge homotypic OPV-equivalent humoral antibody titers (B) are shown for RI regimens
containing bOPV. All bOPV schedules provide statistically significant increases in immunity to type
2 relative to unvaccinated individuals, and the inferred immunity against type 2 shedding after
recieving bOPV is roughly equivalent to receiving one dose of tOPV.

It is also interesting to note that while our immune correlate, OPV-equivalent humoral antibody 253

titer, is a statistical construct that is not intended to be directly measurable for vaccination regimens 254

in which IPV provides primary homotypic serologic immunity, our inferred median values for the 255

OPV-equivalent humoral antibody titer against Sabin 2 for bOPVx3 and bOPVx3 & IPVx1 agree 256

with the measured stool neutralization titers recently reported for the same trial subjects by Wright 257

et al [67]. 258

Concentration of poliovirus in stool 259

The concentration of poliovirus in stool is an important component of an individual’s ability to 260

transmit to others because it affects the dose delivered via fecal-oral exposure. Quantitative data 261

describing the concentration of poliovirus in stool after OPV challenge was available for 21 trial arms 262

from seven of the longitudinal shedding duration studies [23,24,46–48,58,59]. The included studies 263

reported viral load as the geometric mean infectious dose per gram of stool (TCID50/g) averaged 264

across all subjects positive for poliovirus at each time point, and individual-level variation data was 265

generally not available. Ages at challenge ranged from 7 months to 65 years or more. The majority 266

of trial arms challenged subjects with mOPV2 (mOPV1, n = 5; mOPV2, n = 11; mOPV3, n = 5). 267
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Data exploration revealed no systematic differences in viral load by serotype (Fig. S3 and online). 268

We are not aware of similar data for WPV shedding. 269

Immunologically-naive individuals. In individuals lacking immunity against poliovirus 270

infection (unvaccinated, seronegative, or IPV-only RI), peak concentration depends on the age at 271

infection (Fig. 5), falling roughly two orders of magnitude over the first three years of life. To model 272

the age-dependence, we fit an exponential model to the peak shedding concentration: 273

log10

(
peak TCID50/g

∣∣age;NAb = 1
)

=


Smax age < 7 months

(Smax − Smin) exp
(
7−age
τ

)
+ Smin age ≥ 7 months

(2)

with maximum likelihood parameters Smax = 6.7 (5.9, 7.5), Smin = 4.3 (3.5, 5.0) TCID50 per gram, 274

and τ = 10 (1, 33) months (Fig. 5B). The time constant of roughly one year is consistent with major 275

developmental milestones including the transition to solid food and immune system 276

maturation [68,69], after which the limited data indicate stability of peak shedding in 277

immunologically-naive individuals for life.
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Figure 5. Peak poliovirus concentration in stool depends on age. Geometric mean
concentrations over time (TCID50 per gram) (A) and peak concentration vs. age (B) are shown for
individuals with no prior immunity to poliovirus infection (unvaccinated, seronegative, or IPV-only
RI). Data for trial arms are colored by age at OPV challenge. Age-dependence model shown in green
(mean, solid line; 95% confidence interval, dashed). Peak concentration declines with age in the first
three years of life and then stabilizes. (Interactive visualization online.)

278

Effects of OPV-equivalent prior immunity on concentration after mOPV2 challenge. 279

Pre-challenge immunity has a strong effect on concentration in stool. Age-adjusted stool 280
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concentrations for individuals positive after mOPV2 challenge are shown in Fig. 6. Individuals with 281

maximal immunity, challenged one month after three doses of tOPV (tOPVx3), excrete poliovirus in 282

one-thousand times lower concentrations than immunologically-naive individuals. Concentration 283

declines with increasing OPV-equivalent antibody titer as: 284

log10

(
peak TCID50/g

∣∣NAb; age
)

= (1− k log2(NAb)) log10

(
peak TCID50/g

∣∣NAb = 1; age
)

(3)

with k = 0.056 (0.01, 0.079). 285
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Figure 6. Effects of pre-challenge vaccination on concentration in stool. (A) Geometric
mean concentrations (TCID50/g; age-adjusted to 12 months using Eq. (2)). Dashed lines show
model timecourses from Eq. (4) for OPV-equivalent antibody titers (1, 8, 2048). Data curves are
colored by RI regimen. (B) Time-averaged age-adjusted viral load vs. OPV-equivalent humoral
antibody titer are shown for subjects who shed after mOPV2 challenge; gray lines show maximum
likelihood model and 95% CI. Prior immunity against type 2 challenge induced by bOPV in RI
reduces peak shedding by roughly one order of magnitude, and immunity from three doses of tOPV
reduces shedding by three orders of magnitude. (Interactive visualization online.)

Model of concentration in stool given detectable poliovirus infection. Poliovirus 286

concentrations peak shortly after acquiring infection and decline slowly thereafter. To model viral 287

load over time, following refs. [30, 65], we fit a quasi-log-normal shedding profile to the age-adjusted 288

aggregated data for immunologically-naive individuals (Fig. S4). Viral loads for all immunity levels 289

were well-fit by the product of the immunologically-naive temporal profile and the peak 290

concentration described in Eq. (3): 291

(
concentration (t)

∣∣NAb; age
)

= max

102.6,
(
peak TCID50/g

∣∣NAb; age
)exp

(
η − ν2

2 −
(log(t)−η)2

2(ν+ξ log(t))2

)
t


(4)
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with η = 1.65 (1.26, 2.09), ν = 0.17 (0.01, 0.78), ξ = 0.32 (0.08, 0.71), and lower bound 102.6 292

TCID50/g to reflect the minimum reported detectable shedding (Fig. 6A). 293

Heterotypic immunity provided by bOPV against type 2 shedding. With respect to 294

concentration in stool after mOPV2 challenge, all bOPV-based regimens are roughly equivalent to 295

each other and to one dose of tOPV. The largest difference in peak concentration after mOPV2 296

challenge among the bOPV schedules is a factor of three, whereas the average of all 297

bOPV-containing schedules reduced concentration from immunologically-naive by a factor of ten, 298

equivalent to the prediction from Eq. (3) for the reduction in shedding from one dose of tOPV. 299

Routine immunization with IPV only. We found no significant differences in fecal 300

concentration between seronegative children and IPV-only children when looking across trials. 301

However, one study in Cuba that did not meet our inclusion criteria because only one sample was 302

collected per subject reported that IPV in RI reduced fecal concentration by a factor of 3 one week 303

after OPV challenge [70]. That difference is small relative to the factor of 10 difference following 304

bOPV (& one or more doses of IPV). From all the evidence known to us, the effect of IPV on fecal 305

shedding in the absence of live poliovirus exposure is negligible in comparison to effect of OPV. 306

Dose response to OPV challenge 307

Dose response is important for quantifying the ability of fecal-oral exposure to infect contacts of 308

individuals infected with poliovirus, and for modeling the relationship between individual-level 309

shedding and acquisition data derived from the large doses in OPV to smaller doses acquired 310

naturally. Primary sources of dose response data were reviewed in refs. [27, 28]. To better 311

understand dose response over a range of exposures, we analyzed nine trial arms from four 312

studies [48, 51, 53, 55] that measured the probability of shedding after exposure from doses delivered 313

in oral droplets ranging from 10 to 106 TCID50 and clearly described the pre-challenge immune 314

histories of their subjects. Three studies challenged with Sabin 1, none used Sabin 3, and one 315

unusual human-passage study challenged with Sabin 2 and type 2 poliovirus derived from Sabin 2 316

after five days of replication in children [48]. We also included data from studies that only tested 317

vaccine doses (105−6 TCID50) to place the effects of bOPV RI regimens [23,24] and IPV boosting 318

on prior OPV exposure in context [25]. There were no significant differences between Sabin 1 and 319

Sabin 2, but statistical power at low doses is poor since typical samples sizes are of order ten 320
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samples per dose; we examined further evidence for differences in infectivity by serotype and vaccine 321

or wild-type in later sections on transmission-informed dose response models. 322

Effects of pre-challenge immunity on dose response. Healthy individuals with no immunity 323

against infection are susceptible to oral OPV doses of roughly 10 TCID50 or greater (Fig. 7A-B). 324

Pre-challenge OPV-equivalent immunity estimated from shedding duration is associated with a 325

reduction in the probability of infection at all doses (Fig. 7C). At vaccine doses, RI regimens 326

involving bOPV reduce acquistion by 25%, again roughly one third of the reduction provided by 327

three doses of tOPV. 328

Dose response model. We fit a beta-Poisson dose response model to summarize data for all 329

doses and OPV-equivalent immunity levels estimated from shedding duration (Fig. 7C-E). The 330

beta-Poisson model is based on the assumptions that a single infectious unit is sufficient to start a 331

detectible infection, that multiple infectious units contribute independently to the total probability 332

of infection, and that the probability an infectious unit survives the host gauntlet from initial 333

exposure to the site of infection is beta-distributed [71]. After finding that the model in Behrend et 334

al [30] fit poorly at low doses, we explored various parameterizations of the model and found that a 335

parsimonious description of all the OPV challenge data was provided by: 336

P
(
infection

∣∣dose, NAb

)
= 1−

(
1 +

dose

β

)−α(NAb)
−γ

, (5)

with scale parameter β = 14 (3, 59) TCID50, shape parameter α = 0.44 (0.29, 0.83), and 337

immunity-dependent shape parameter γ = 0.55 (0.51, 0.57). 338

The dose response model assumes all naive subjects are capable of being infected at standard 339

OPV doses as is observed in healthy subjects. However, in settings in which diarrhea, non-polio 340

enterovirus infection, and malnutrition are common, enteropathy prevent OPV take [30,72,73]. To 341

account for these host factors that prevent poliovirus infection, the dose response model in Eq. (5) 342

should be multiplied by a setting-specific vaccine take probability ranging from zero to one (as 343

included in our analysis of Sabin transmission below). 344

IPV boosting on prior OPV experience. The dose response data clarify the distinction 345

between IPV boosting on previous experience with live poliovirus and IPV-only immunization. As 346

shown in molecular immunology studies [66] and clearly demonstrated in OPV challenge studies in 347
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Figure 7. Fraction shedding after mOPV challenge. (A) Dose response study data for all
trial arms that challenged with Sabin 1; (B) for Sabin 2 or material closely related to Sabin 2 derived
from human stool. Line style indicates pre-challenge immunity: naive (dotted), IPV-only (solid),
tOPV (dashed). Legend: immune status; RI schedule if relevant; age at challenge. (C) Susceptibility
to infection reduces with increasing OPV-equivalent immunity, due either to natural exposure or
direct vaccination. Maximum likelihood model and 95% CI (Eq. (5)) shown for a dose of 105.7

TCID50. (D) Dose response model fit to subjects with no immunity against infection (“unvaccinated”
or “IPVx3” with no history of live poliovirus exposure). These individual-level data reveal no
significant differences by serotype, but household transmission data provide additional evidence to
resolve serotype differences (Table 1). (E) Model dose response curves for various immunity levels.

India [25], IPV is a highly effective booster of immunity against infection induced by OPV. We used 348

the dose response model in Eq. (5) to estimate the OPV-equivalent antibody titer after IPV 349

boosting on children with many prior doses of tOPV in India [25], and the maximum likelihood 350

estimate of the OPV-equivalent antibody titer is NAb = 950 (512, 1800), insignificantly different from 351

the maximal immunity produced by tOPVx3 prior to any waning of infection-blocking immunity. 352
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In contrast, the data for dose response studies repeat the pattern from shedding duration that 353

IPV-only vaccination produces no immunity against infection. As mentioned in our analysis of 354

shedding duration, the distinction between having no prior experience with live poliovirus and IPV 355

boosting likely explains the studies that show some impact of IPV on intestinal infection. In the 356

dose response data, the two trial arms we reviewed with IPV booster doses after one year of age 357

show reduced susceptibility [51,55] (Fig. 7A). Both studies took place in tOPV-using communities, 358

one reported direct evidence of transmission-acquired infection in the cohort prior to the 359

booster [51], and shedding durations for these trial arms were also reduced, consistent with the 360

influence of live poliovirus exposure (Fig. 3). 361

Waning immunity against infection 362

By examining the OPV-equivalent antibody titers inferred from shedding duration or from dose 363

response in studies with subjects of many ages, we built a composite picture of waning immunity 364

against infection. To estimate waning rates, we considered data for individuals that were likely 365

maximally immune after their last poliovirus exposure prior to OPV challenge, either due to 366

immunization with 3 or more doses of tOPV [24,25,55] or natural immunity [46,59], and for which 367

the interval between the last immunization and OPV challenge was known or could be reasonably 368

estimated (Fig. 8; see Supplement for additional details). 369
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Figure 8. Waning immunity against infection. OPV-equivalent antibody titer vs. time
between last exposure and mOPV challenge. Symbols indicate source of pre-challenge immunity:
tOPVx3+, •; seroposve and naturally-immunized, �; seronegative but likely naturally-immunized, ♦;
bOPVx3, �. Bar and dot color indicate challenge serotype. Lines: black, homotypic immunity;
green, heterotypic immunity against type 2 from bOPV.

A clear pattern describing waning immunity exists over the 50+ year range of intervals between 370
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last immunization and mOPV challenge. We fit a power law to the OPV-equivalent antibody titers, 371

NAb(t) = max
(
1, NAb(1)

(
t−λ
))
, (6)

where t is measured in months between last immunization and mOPV challenge, NAb(1) is the 372

baseline immunity one month post-immunization, and we found the exponent to be 373

λ = 0.75 (0.59, 0.89). The power law captures fast and slow waning with a single parameter: it takes 374

22 (12, 42) months for immunity to drop by one order of magnitude and 40 (16, 100) years to drop by 375

a second. 376

The limited available evidence indicates that homotypic immunity against infection persists for 377

life in well-immunized people at levels greater than or equivalent to one dose of tOPV in children, 378

regardless of serostatus. This interpretation of significant persistent immunity in seronegative elderly 379

people differs from the interpretation given in Abbink et al [59] in which the lack of correlation 380

between the speed of serologic immune response and shedding were used to argue that memory 381

immunity provides no protection from shedding. Their data support the hypothesis that 382

post-challenge memory response does not discriminate differences in shedding, but they did not have 383

a control group of never-exposed subjects to compare deeply waned immunity with true naive 384

immunity. As seen through metastudy, the observed shedding durations in the seronegative elderly 385

are reduced relative to the shedding durations in unvaccinated and seronegative children, and are 386

compatible with the hypothesis that previously-exposed elderly people retain waned but persistent 387

immunity against infection, as has been suspected previously [28,74]. 388

Waning of heterotypic immunity against type 2 in bOPV recipients. The two bOPVx3 389

control arms in Asturias et al [24] provide data on shedding from mOPV2 challenge one month and 390

six months after bOPV vaccination. The data are consistent with the hypothesis that heterotypic 391

immunity against type 2 infection wanes at the same rate as homotypic immunity (Fig. 8). Under 392

that hypothesis, the cross-protective effect from bOPV likely wanes to negligible levels 2 (1, 6) years 393

after the last bOPV exposure. No data exist to examine if IPV boosting would return heterotypic 394

immunity to peak levels as it does for homotypic immunity. Regardless of the specific details of 395

heterotypic waning, the immunity against infection induced by a bOPVx3 & any IPV is likely 396

inferior at all ages that induced by multiple doses of tOPV, even decades after immunization. 397
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Sources of data on household and close-contact transmission of poliovirus 398

To make the connection between the individual-level data on how polio vaccination affects polio 399

shedding to the epidemiology of polio transmission, individual shedding and acquistion must be 400

interpreted in the context of transmission study data. The data on individual-level aspects of polio 401

infection show remarkable coherence across studies, but the same is not true of literature on 402

community transmission of poliovirus. Much of this is due to the setting-specific nature of intimate 403

contact transmission between subjects and the inherent increase in complexity of monitoring a 404

population as a whole and not just uncorrelated individuals as in a clinical trial setting. In lieu of a 405

comprehensive review of the primary literature describing poliovirus transmission (see refs. [26, 28]), 406

we chose to model the three studies we found most informative—studies with large sample sizes in 407

which the population under surveillance is clearly described and information about pre-exposure 408

immunity was reported (either directly through vaccination histories or serostatus, or indirectly via 409

shedding duration). 410

Sabin transmission among close contacts of OPV recipients 411

Houston 1960. The most comprehensive and best reported study on Sabin transmission to date 412

took place in a community with low socioeconomic status (low-SES) in Houston during the winter of 413

1960 [33]. Young children aged 2 to 18 months were enrolled to receive a dose of OPV (mOPV1, 414

mOPV2, mOPV3, or tOPV), and weekly stool samples were collected from the vaccine-recipient 415

index children, their siblings (under age 15 years; average age 4 years), and primary extrafamilial 416

social contacts of siblings to observe poliovirus shedding due to direct vaccination and subsequent 417

transmission. Typical enrolled families contained three children under 18 years of age. Groups 418

receiving each type of OPV were segregated geographically to minimize contact between trial arms. 419

The relevant results of the study are summarized here. 420

The majority of index children had prior serological immunity either due to maternal antibodies 421

or prior IPV vaccination, but none had any evidence for prior exposure to live poliovirus. The 422

authors reported that they found no statistically significant differences in poliovirus fecal shedding 423

between IPV recipients and unvaccinated children. This paper follows their lead and treats all index 424

subjects as a single cohort, although a small reduction in shedding in older children may be apparent 425

on re-analysis (see Supplement and Fig. S5). No information about prior immunity or live poliovirus 426

exposure was presented for siblings or contacts. 427
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The proportions of subjects shedding poliovirus after receiving monovalent OPV are shown in 428

Fig. 9. Due to differences in vaccine take in this population, index children who recieved mOPV2 429

shed significantly more than those who received either mOPV1 or mOPV3, and shedding was similar 430

for mOPV1 and mOPV3 (mean prevalence over 5 weeks: type 1 vs. type 2 p < 0.001; type 1 vs. 431

type 3 p = 0.75). 432
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Figure 9. Fraction shedding after mOPV challenge by cohort and age range. Observed
fraction shedding after mOPV challenge and 95% binomial confidence interval for each serotype,
subject type, and age cohort (children under age five years, blue; age five to nine, red; model fit to
prevalence under age five, black). (A-C) index children given Sabin 1 (n = 94), Sabin 2 (n = 75), or
Sabin 3 (n = 55). Modeled prevalence in index children is given by the shedding duration
distribution for “naive, OPV” in Fig. 1. (D-F) Fraction of siblings shedding types 1 (n = 190), 2
(n = 122), or 3 (n = 69). (G-I) Fraction of extra-familial contacts of siblings shedding types 1
(n = 138), 2 (n = 71), or 3 (n = 47). Type 2 transmitted at highest intensity, both because of
elevated shedding in infants relative to types 1 and 3, and due to the higher infectivity of type 2
(Table 1).

Siblings of index children were not directly vaccinated, but became infected with Sabin strains 433
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via transmission. Shedding due to transmission is significantly higher in siblings under 5 years of age 434

than in children ages 5 to 9 for all serotypes (mean prevalence by age: type 1 p < 0.001; type 2 435

p < 0.001; type 3 p = 0.002). All model results and statistical comparisons in this paper for siblings 436

and contacts are based on the age under 5 years cohort (see Supplement for discussion of the 437

more-detailed age breakdown presented in the original paper). Shedding rates were very low in 438

parents and children age 10 years and older (< 2%) [33], and so it is likely the transmission was 439

direct from index child to sibling and was not mediated by infected caretakers. Shedding due to 440

transmission-acquired type 2 was significantly more common than for types 1 and 3, and shedding 441

due to transmission was similar for types 1 and 3 (mean prevalence: type 1 vs type 2 p = 0.002; type 442

1 vs type 3 p = 0.33). 443

Primary extrafamilial contacts of siblings exhibited a similar pattern of increased type 2 shedding 444

and comparable type 1 and 3 shedding (type 1 vs type 2 p < 0.001; type 1 vs type 3 p = 0.73). 445

Although the authors did not describe the relationships between siblings and extrafamilial contacts 446

in detail, it is likely that the contacts were close friends of the siblings and were directly infected by 447

the siblings, as the authors also describe a smaller set of more socially-distant “secondary 448

extrafamilial contacts” who “were drawn from the neighborhoods or schools attended by the siblings” 449

and who were infected at lower rates than the primary contacts [33]. No detailed demographic 450

decomposition by trial arm was reported for the contacts, and so we assumed the contact and sibling 451

demographics were the same, and estimated shedding fractions by age cohort for the contacts were 452

derived as described in the supplement. 453

Index–sibling–extrafamilial contact transmission model 454

To develop a quantitative understanding of the impact of pre-exposure immunity on transmission, 455

the individual-level effects of vaccination on shedding and acquisition need to be understood in the 456

context of transmission data. To do so, we built a model of the index child to older sibling to 457

extrafamilial contact transmission chain (Fig. 10A) described above in which each subject has 458

appropriate immunity, dose response, and poliovirus exposure to explain the transmission study data. 459

The data describing prevalence over time for each subject type provided estimates of each 460

subject’s probability of shedding after direct mOPV challenge or exposure to shedding contacts. In 461

the model, transmission starts when the infant is challenged with mOPV. The probability of 462

shedding after mOPV2 challenge is determined by the dose response model, Eq. (5) and a per-dose 463
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Figure 10. Network motifs of poliovirus transmission. (A) The essential motif of poliovirus
transmission is index child to within-household contact to between-household contact. Under typical
circumstances in the pre-OPV-cessation era, young children are most likely to be index cases within
a household as they are least likely to be immunized. The age mixing patterns of young children
make it likely that extrafamilial transmission is most often mediated by older siblings of index
children and not direct contact to infants between houses. (B) Intimate contact networks among
children involve their siblings and close friends in other households. These friend groups form the
central network motif of community transmission, passing virus between households. (C)
Communities are built of many intimate contact networks, loosely connected. To predict qualitative
changes in the dynamics of transmission at the community level after OPV cessation, we modeled
quantitative changes among intimate contact networks.

efficacy to represent study-specific variation in mOPV take. Given infection, the infant sheds 464

poliovirus at fecal concentrations described by Eq. (4) with declining probability over time, Eq. (1). 465

Siblings are exposed to a daily oral dose of fecal matter from the infants that contains poliovirus in 466

proportion to the amount shed, and siblings are infected with the probability determined by the dose 467

response model. Assuming all transmission to extrafamilial contacts occurs only from the siblings, 468

an extrafamilial contact is similarly exposed to sibling fecal matter, which in turn doses them with 469

poliovirus in proportion to the probability the sibling is shedding at its viral concentration. The free 470

parameters specific to the transmission study were the pre-challenge immunity of each subject type, 471

the daily fecal dose (micrograms of stool) between infants and siblings, the daily dose between 472

siblings and contacts, and the mOPV take rates for each serotype. Transmission equations and 473

simulation code are provided in the supplement. 474

For all three serotypes and all subject types, the maximum likelihood estimate of the 475

OPV-equivalent pre-challenge immunity was negligible (consistent with NAb = 1). In this study, 476

mOPV take in the infants was highest for type 2, 0.92 (0.85, 1.0), and similar for type 1, 477

0.79 (0.70, 0.88) and type 3, 0.81 (0.71, 0.91). The estimated effective daily fecal-oral exposure in 478

siblings from infants was 5 (1, 45)µg per day, and between siblings and their extrafamilial contacts 479

was roughly ten times higher, 46 (2, 92)µg per day. 480
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Transmission-informed dose response model parameters for OPV. When we assumed 481

that there were no serotype-specific differences in dose response (Eq. (5)), we found that the 482

estimated fecal exposure was highest for type 2, followed by type 1 and then type 3. Rather than 483

attributing serotype differences in the daily probability of transmission to differences in stool 484

exposure, it is more reasonable to assume that fecal exposure did not vary by serotype but dose 485

response does. Given equivalent fecal exposure across arms and assuming that our previous results 486

are most appropriate for Sabin 1 (Fig. 7), we found that the maximum likelihood estimates of the β 487

parameters in the dose response model in Eq. (5) are βS1 = 14 (3, 59) TCID50 for Sabin 1 (as 488

dereived from dose-response literature reviewed above), βS2 = 8 (2, 30) TCID50 for Sabin 2 and 489

βS3 = 18 (5, 63) TCID50 for Sabin 3. The transmision study added information to the dose response 490

parameter estimates, but the adjustments were not large—the updated point estimates for types 2 491

and 3 are covered by the 95% confidence intervals of the aggregate estimate from the dose response 492

studies. 493

WPV transmission among close contacts 494

To better understand the implications of household and close-contact Sabin transmission with 495

respect to the risk of transmission in large populations, we looked to transmission studies of wild 496

poliovirus to estimate how Sabin transmissibility compares to WPV transmissibility. 497

Louisiana 1953–1955. The most appropriate comparator to the Houston study on Sabin 498

transmission was the Gelfand Louisiana study on community surveillance of WPV incidence [34]. 499

Briefly, from 1953 to 1955, Gelfand et al enrolled families with newborn children to undergo regular 500

surveillance for naturally-acquired polio infections. Whenever a newly-infected index child was 501

identified, household contacts were assessed for evidence of subsequent polio infection, either through 502

increases in humoral antibody titers or positive detection of poliovirus in stool. Over the duration of 503

the study, 92% (136 of 148) of all seronegative household contacts showed serologic evidence of 504

recent polio infection, and as did 20% (61 of 304) of seropositive household contacts (with median 505

pre-exposure antibody titers of NAb = 93). 506

Transmission-informed dose response model parameters for WPV. To estimate WPV 507

infectiousness from the Louisiana surveillance data, we assumed that the daily fecal exposure 508

between index cases of WPV and household contacts in Louisiana was the same as that between 509
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Table 1. Maximum likelihood estimate and 95% CI of the infectious dose which would infect 50%
of immunologically-naive subjects upon oral challenge.

strain HID50

Sabin 1 54 (9, 155) TCID50
Sabin 2 30 (5, 83) TCID50
Sabin 3 67 (12, 182) TCID50
WPV 7 (1, 55) TCID50

infants and siblings in Houston, and then determined WPV infectivity from the total incidence in 510

contacts given infection in the index child. Under this assumption, we estimate that the infectivity 511

of WPV in the dose response model is βWPV = 1.8 (0.2, 29). Data were aggregated across serotypes, 512

and all WPV serotypes were present in roughly equal amounts, and so we cannot examine 513

differences in WPV infectivity by serotype. 514

With all the dose response and transmission data examined, we summarized the differences in 515

infectivity between the Sabin strains and wild poliovirus by the estimated oral dose that would infect 516

50% of people with no pre-challenge immunity (HID50). We found that it is likely that WPV is 517

between three and twelve times more infectious than Sabin 2, which is in turn roughly twice as 518

infectious as Sabin 1 and Sabin 3 (Table 1). 519

Uttar Pradesh and Bihar 2003–2008. From the above analyses, we have calibrated a model of 520

individual shedding and dose response for the three Sabin strains and wild poliovirus. We have 521

estimated the daily fecal-oral exposure in low-SES populations in the Southern USA during the 522

endemic era, measured in tens of micrograms per day. Those studies represent places of moderate 523

transmission intensity in which WPV can remain endemic indefinitely in the absence of 524

vaccination [75] but also in which multi-year quiescent periods are possible (such as those that 525

supported the accumulation of an immunologically-naive birth cohort in Houston). 526

To estimate a reasonable upper-bound for daily fecal-oral exposure in regions of extremely high 527

polio transmission intensity, we examined WPV surveillance data from India described by Grassly et 528

al [35]. In that study, the authors describe measurements of the prevalence of poliovirus in stool 529

from close contacts of children with acute flaccid paralysis (AFP) from WPV infection, most of 530

which occurred in Uttar Pradesh and Bihar. In a case-control analysis of WPV prevalence in 531

contacts of polio AFP cases versus contacts of children with non-polio AFP, the authors inferred 532

from stools collected one to ten weeks after AFP onset that 51% (16, 84)% of contacts who reported 533

only 0-2 pre-exposure doses of tOPV and 12 (8, 16)% of contacts reported 6 or more doses or tOPV 534
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were positive for wild poliovirus. 535

Immunity after 6+ doses of tOPV and estimated daily fecal exposure in Uttar 536

Pradesh and Bihar. Grassly et al observed that the majority of contacts reported 6+ doses of 537

tOPV and the authors estimated that contacts shed for an average of 11 days. From our model of 538

shedding duration, we inferred that the median OPV-equivalent antibody titer of contacts with 6+ 539

doses is NAb = 512, similar to what would be expected after two or three doses in clinical trial 540

settings (Fig. 2). Under our model for shedding duration after WPV infection, the observation that 541

50% of contacts reporting zero to two doses of prior OPV were positive for WPV in stool in the 10 542

weeks after the onset of paralyis in the index cases (which occurs two to five weeks after initial 543

infection [76]) implies that essentially 100% must have been infected and shed for the maximal 544

duration (Fig. 1). This inference follows from the structure of the model: most of the incidence in 545

contacts occurs before the onset of paralysis, and the median WPV shedding duration of 43 days in 546

naive individuals indicates that many contacts clear their infections before stool collection. Thus, we 547

inferred that the contacts with 0-2 reported tOPV doses had no functional immunity (NAb = 1), 548

reflecting the poor efficacy of OPV in northern India during the time of the study [77]. To explain 549

the 12% rate of positivity averaged over the fifteen weeks after index case infection in 550

well-immunized contacts of polio AFP cases, assuming that the index cases directly infected their 551

contacts, our model infers that daily fecal exposure in Uttar Pradesh and Bihar was 630 (30, 7500) 552

times greater than it was in Houston. These macroscopic exposure estimates range from milligrams 553

to grams per day, almost certainly represent the accumulated dose of multiple daily exposures, and 554

provide a likely upper bound on the force of infection in a human population. 555

Intimate contacts network model 556

The three reviewed transmission studies reveal the essential network motif of poliovirus transmission: 557

infected young children transmit to household contacts who may in turn transmit to their intimate 558

social contacts outside the home (Fig. 10A). Our model of close-contact transmission within 559

households and between close extrafamilial contacts allowed us to estimate parameters that are 560

closely tied to detailed transmission study data, but its description of transmission intensity in terms 561

of fecal-oral exposure does not easily compare to more common models of disease transmission. 562

To introduce a concept of the reproduction number—the average number of secondary infections 563

caused by an index infection—we considered intimate contact networks built from friendships among 564
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young children (Fig. 10B). We defined the local reproduction number as 565

Reff = phhNh, (7)

where phh is the total probability that an index child transmits in one household transmits through 566

an older sibling contact to an extrafamilial contact in another household, and Nh is the number of 567

intimate extra-familial contacts (and is thus a measure of the number of contact households 568

exposed). The dependence on immunity and daily fecal-oral exposure levels in phh is calculated from 569

the detailed model of household to extrafamilial contact transmission described above (see 570

supplement for details). 571

The local reproduction number in a given setting (daily fecal-oral exposure and typical number of 572

close extrafamilial contacts) defines the potential for poliovirus to transmit within intimate contact 573

networks. Local Reff describes the expected number of transmission events from an infected 574

household to other households. For Houston, we assumed the typical number of intimate 575

extrafamilial contacts of an older child is Nh = 4, reflecting the typical number of close friends in 576

America childhood social networks [78]. For an upper bound in Uttar Pradesh and Bihar, we 577

assumed Nh = 10 based on scaling the typical USA social network size in proportion to the two-fold 578

larger typical classroom sizes in northern India [79,80]. 579

Local transmission is important for community transmission (Fig. 10C) because interventions 580

that shut down local transmission are guaranteed to shut down community transmission (local 581

Reff < 1 and local Reff is greater than community Reff for a person-to-person disease almost 582

always [81]). And conversely, in any settings where local transmission of Sabin virus after OPV 583

cessation will have Reff similar to WPV before eradication, then we can conclude that the only thing 584

stopping Sabin (and cVDPV) outbreaks is the weakness of more distant social ties, just as is the 585

case for transmission after WPV importation. 586

Results 587

Vaccine impacts on individual-level immunity against infection 588

The shedding index—defined as the total amount of virus shed during an infection (measured in 589

TCID50/g of stool) multiplied by the probability of infection after mOPV challenge—provides a 590

composite statistic to describe the acquisition and shedding factors that determine an individual’s 591
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role in poliovirus transmission. Fig. 11A shows our model of shedding index as a function of 592

OPV-equivalent humoral antibody titer based on Eqs. (1), (4), and (5), assuming 18 months of age 593

at mOPV2 challenge. 594
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Figure 11. The effect of pre-exposure immunity on individual shedding and
person-to-person transmission. (A) Shedding index vs. OPV-equivalent antibody titer. Colored
bars indicate range of immunity provided by IPV-only immunization (red), one dose of tOPV or
heterotypic type 2 immunity from bOPVx3 and zero or more doses of IPV (blue), and homotypic
immunity from three or more doses of OPV or IPV boosting on previous OPV (green). Gradient
indicates approximate waning one, two through five, and more than five years since last
immunization. (B) Relative transmission probability from an index case to an intimate contact vs.
shedding index for immunized members of the pair in a setting with moderate fecal-oral transmission
(daily fecal-oral exposure 46µg per day). Red, both members have same OPV-equivalent immunity;
green, index immunized and contact naive; blue, index naive and contact immunized. (C) Relative
transmission probability from an index case to an intimate contact vs. shedding index for immunized
members of the pair in a setting with very high fecal-oral transmission (daily fecal-oral exposure
340 mg per day). In all cases, the transmission probability is sub-linear with declining shedding
index. In very high transmission settings, substantial immunity in both index and contact is
required to appreciably reduce transmission.

Protection from shedding. Our results consolidate data and discussions collected over decades 595

into one figure (Fig. 11A). Relative to unvaccinated individuals, homotypic immunity in children 596

who have been fully immunized with OPV reduces shedding by roughly three orders of magnitude. 597

Heterotypic immunity from bOPVx3 provides a roughly one order of magnitude reduction in 598

shedding when challenged with Sabin 2, and this is roughly equivalent to the protection provided by 599

single dose of tOPV. Simultaneous administration of IPV and OPV does not substantially increase 600
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the effectiveness against infection of routine immunization in comparison to an additional OPV dose, 601

whether for homotypic immunity from tOPV & IPV or heterotypic immunity against type 2 from 602

bOPV & IPV. IPV boosting on previous immunization with OPV restores immunity against 603

infection and, due to high vaccine take rates [25], is the most efficacious intervention available to 604

improve immunity in previously OPV-vaccinated individuals. In the absence of exposure to live 605

poliovirus, IPV alone produces no immunity against intestinal infection, and the studies that have 606

indicated otherwise were likely affected by some degree of IPV boosting on unobserved prior live 607

virus experience. 608

Waning immunity. Waning immunity against infection increases shedding index by roughly one 609

order of magnitude during the first few years after immunization, but further waning takes decades. 610

The fast waning removes homotypic protection equivalent to roughly one dose of OPV, and so the 611

multi-dose schedules in routine immunization ensure that adults who were fully immunized in 612

childhood remain well-protected throughout their child-bearing years, as is compatible the 613

observations in detailed above from Houston [33] and elsewhere [62]. The limited data on heterotypic 614

type 2 waning after bOPV vaccination is consistent with similar waning dynamics, and so it is 615

reasonable to expect that the protection against type 2 shedding provided by bOPV wanes to 616

neglible levels within a few years of vaccination. 617

Variations in OPV efficacy. Throughout this paper, we have assumed that three doses of tOPV 618

is sufficient to provide maximal immunity. However, OPV take [30,72,73] and immunogenicity [77] 619

is reduced in impoverished settings with poor sanitation. Because all the individual-level clinical 620

trial data is derived from healthy individuals, we do not have direct data on dose response and 621

shedding in low-effectiveness settings. However, in our analysis of WPV transmission among 622

contacts of polio AFP cases in Uttar Pradesh and Bihar, building off the work of Grassly et al [35], 623

we found that the OPV-equivalent immunity in individuals who report receiving six or more doses of 624

tOPV had immunity equivalent to two to three doses of tOPV in healthy trial subjects. Low efficacy 625

can manifest itself as failures of OPV take or reduced antibody titer responses [82]. Because our 626

model captures the average effect of vaccination on individual immunity, it does not distinguish 627

between these two failure modes. Thus, while we are not able to draw conclusions about variation in 628

individual immunity in low efficacy settings, it is reasonable to assume from our results that cohorts 629

of children who receive three doses of tOPV in settings with poor efficacy are behave similarly to 630
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cohorts who receive one dose of tOPV in the studies reviewed here. 631

The impacts of pre-exposure immunity on person-to-person transmission 632

In Fig. 11B&C, we show how pre-exposure immunity against infection, manifested as reductions in 633

shedding index, reduce the probability of person-to-person transmission between pairs of intimate 634

contacts. In settings like Houston 1960 with moderate fecal-oral transmission (estimated daily 635

fecal-oral exposures less than one milligram per day), small changes in pre-exposure immunity 636

significantly reduce transmission. When both the index shedder and the exposed contact have 637

similar immunity, the transmission probability declines linearly with shedding index over the first 638

two orders of magnitude. When the pair has heterogeneous immunity in which one is immunized 639

while the other is not, transmission is more common when the shedder is naive rather than the 640

recipient. In these settings, transmission is driven by immunologically-naive individuals, and while 641

re-infection of previously immunized people may be common, the re-infected individuals play a 642

smaller role in transmission to unimmunized contacts (and to each other) than would be expected 643

from prevalence alone. 644

In contrast, in settings like Uttar Pradesh and Bihar in the 2000s with very high fecal-oral 645

transmission (where estimated fecal-oral exposures are hundreds of milligrams per day), the 646

probability of transmission between close contacts is unaffected until substantial pre-exposure 647

immunity is present in both members of the pair. When one member has been immunized while the 648

other has not, very little reduction in transmission occurs, and re-infected individuals are capable of 649

essentially unhindered transmission to immunologically-naive contacts. In these settings, re-infected 650

individuals likely contribute substantially to the overall transmission chain. 651

IPV boosting to interrupt transmission before OPV cessation. At the individual-level, 652

IPV is a highly effective booster of immunity against infection derived from live virus exposure. In 653

high transmission settings where re-infection plays a significant role in transmission, IPV vaccination 654

campaigns to boost immunity will have a substantial impact on between-household transmission. In 655

Fig. 12, we consider a scenario that may have been common in Bihar when WPV was still 656

endemic [35, 83]. The chain of transmission starts with a child who received 6+ low-efficacy doses of 657

tOPV prior to being re-infected with WPV. That index child transmits to an unvaccinated contact 658

in another household, who in turn transmits to a sibling with a history of 6+ doses of tOPV, thus 659

propagating infection from one household through the next. Based on our model calibrated to WPV 660
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surveillance data in Uttar Pradesh and Bihar, there is a 65% chance that a WPV infection in a 661

re-infected child in one household will propagate to re-infect a child in another household. Thus, if 662

the original child has unvaccinated intimate contacts in two or more households, then local REff > 1 663

(Eq. (7)) and WPV transmission is likely to sustain itself (as was observed during the period of the 664

2003–2008 study our model is calibrated to). If the same WPV exposure occurs shortly after an 665

mOPV campaign in this low efficacy setting, the probability of transmission along this contact chain 666

would be reduced to 33% due to the combined effects of mOPV vaccination on shedding and 667

acquisition in all children. However, if the WPV exposure occurs shortly after an IPV campaign, 668

transmission along this contact chain would be reduced to 19% solely due to the substantially higher 669

effectiveness of IPV to boost immunity against re-infection in the previously immunized children. 670
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Figure 12. Impact of IPV boosting on WPV transmission in high transmission
settings. (A) Prevalence and incidence of a scenario in which WPV passes from a previously
immunized extrafamilial contact (NAb = 512) to an unvaccinated child (NAb = 1) and then from the
unvaccinated child to a previously immunized household contact (NAb = 512). In 65% of households
exposed to the index case, infection propagates through both children. (B) Same transmission chain
if WPV exposure follows shortly after an mOPV campaign with low vaccine efficacy. The mOPV
campaign increases the immunity of a typical recipient by the equivalent of a third of a dose in high
efficacy settings (6+ tOPV goes to NAb = 680 and unvaccinated goes to NAb = 2 ). The probability
of propagating to both contacts is reduced to 33%. (C) Same transmission chain if WPV exposure
follows shortly after an IPV campaign (6+ tOPV goes to NAb = 2048 and unvaccinated remains
NAb = 1 ). The probability of propagating to both contacts is reduced to 19%.
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The changing landscape of Sabin 2 transmission potential after OPV 671

cessation 672

The totality of evidence for predicting how Sabin 2 transmission potential will change after OPV 673

cessation is summarized in Fig. 13. In the tOPV era, wherever tOPV was delivered in sufficient 674

quantities to achieve durable immunity against infection, transmission of Sabin 2 was rare even 675

among intimate contacts in settings with very poor sanitation and high population densities. 676

At the time of writing, the world is six months into the bOPV era, in which infants who have 677

received bOPV in routine immunization are surrounded by older tOPV-immunized household 678

contacts (Fig. 13 B,F,J). While the shift to bOPV has increased the transmission potential of Sabin 679

2, well-vaccinated communities are likely still protected from Sabin 2 transmission—local Reff . 1 at 680

all levels of fecal-oral exposure, and so the community reproduction number almost certainly remains 681

below one. 682

However, many households will soon have multiple children who receive only bOPV (and possibly 683

one or more doses of IPV), and so the ability of Sabin 2 to transmit in poor sanitation settings will 684

be very different (Fig. 13 C,G,I). Because of the substantially weaker immunity against type 2 685

infection provided by bOPV, re-introduced Sabin 2 will eventually transmit through well-vaccinated 686

communities with inadequate sanitation as if they had not been vaccinated at all (Fig. 13 D,H,L). In 687

moderate transmission settings, the protection from bOPV will still be substantial, but only because 688

Sabin 2 local Reff . 1 even in the absence of immunity in children. 689

This represents a fundamental shift in the risk of Sabin 2 transmission. Prior to OPV cessation, 690

Sabin 2 could only transmit easily in pockets of low vaccination coverage and surrounded by high 691

immunity, thus severely limiting epidemic spread of Sabin 2 and curtailing cVDPV risk almost 692

everywhere. But in communities with poor sanitation, within the next one to five years (depending 693

on total birth rates and birth-interval preferences), Sabin 2 will be capable of epidemic transmission 694

upon re-introduction, and cVDPV outbreaks will thus only be limited by the weakness of distant 695

network contacts and the fact that many thousands of infections in unvaccinated children are 696

required to generate a paralytic case with high probability [28,29]. 697

Toward a more quantitative understanding of cVDPV emergence 698

To better understand the distinction between epidemic spread of Sabin 2 “out of the vial” and 699

cVDPV outbreaks that require genetic reversion to regain wild phenotype, we examined how local 700
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Figure 13. Sabin 2 transmission potential after OPV cessation. Model results for the stool
prevalence of chidlren along the essential transmission chain (Fig. 10) from from an index child
dosed with mOPV2 to a household contact to an extrafamilial contact for moderate transmission
settings like Houston 1960 (A–D) and very high transmission settings like Bihar (E–H). Local
reproduction number across all settings as a function of daily fecal-oral exposure between
extrafamilial contacts and contact network size (I–L). For the tOPV era (A,E,I), we assume all
children have an OPV-equivalent antibody titer of NAb = 512. For the mixed bOPV & tOPV era
(B,F,J), we assume index children have NAb = 8 against type 2 and contacts had NAb = 256 to
reflect partial waning. For the bOPV-only era (C,G,K), we assume all children have NAb = 8, and
for the IPV-only or immunologically-naive era (D,H,L), NAb = 1. Any measurable immunity against
infection protects against transmission in settings of moderate fecal-oral exposure, but only high
levels of immunity are protective against transmission in high transmission settings. For WPV, the
images are similar but for a shift of the boundary region of local Reff = 1 to approximately ten-fold
lower daily fecal-oral exposures (see Fig. S6).

reproduction numbers depend on poliovirus infectiousness, ranging from Sabin 3 to WPV (Fig. 14). 701

Moderate transmission settings. In settings with moderate transmission intensity like 702

Houston 1960, the Sabin strains are not capable of epidemic transmission among close contacts if 703

any childhood immunity against infection is present (Sabin 2 local Reff = 1.3 at NAb = 1), whereas 704
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WPV is likely to transmit through communities that haven’t recently been immunized with tOPV or 705

swept by outbreaks (WPV local Reff = 3.4 at NAb = 1). Under these circumstances, Sabin 2 is 706

unlikely to persistently transmit for the three to twelve months required to fully regain wild 707

phenotype [36] and thus become robustly capable of sustained transmission and neurovirulence. 708
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Figure 14. Changing infectivity from Sabin to cVDPV. Local reproductive number as a
function of infectiousness (HID50) and OPV-equivalent antibody titer of children in a transmission
chain for a (A) moderate transmission setting and a (B) very high transmission setting. Genetic
reversion of the Sabin strains to wild phenotype increases the infectiousness (reducing the HID50)
over time. In moderate transmission settings, both reversion and low immunity are essential for
cVDPV emergence to occur with non-negligible probability when Sabin virus is introduced to a
population. In contrast, in very high transmission settings, cVDPV emergence is only prevented by
widespread high immunity throughout the child population. Genetic reversion is of minor
importance in comparison to population immunity and cVDPV would likely be common in low
immunity settings.

Israel. The crucial quantitive differences in transmission between the Sabin strains and WPV 709

likely explain why Israel was susceptible to WPV importation [22] but has never experienced a 710

cVDPV outbreak despite evidence for regular Sabin importation [84]. Recent modeling work has 711

estimated that the community reproduction number of WPV among children ages 0–10 years in the 712

Bedouin community in Israel during the 2013 outbreak was approximately 1.8 [15]. Given our 713

inferred differences in infectivity between Sabin 2 and WPV, the equivalent community reproduction 714

number for Sabin 2 is likely no more than 0.7, bounded from above by the assumption that all 715

community transmission is reduced only in proportion to the change among the most intimate 716

contacts. Thus, Israel behaves like a moderate transmission setting. The reduced infectivity of Sabin 717

2 relative to WPV is sufficient to explain why Sabin importations that have not regained wild 718

phenotype prior to arriving in Israel are unlikely to spark endogenous cVDPV emergences. 719
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Low transmission settings. At daily stool exposures below 1 to 10 micrograms of stool per day 720

(roughly ten-fold less than we estimated for low-SES families in Houston in 1960), our model shows 721

that the fecal-oral route cannot sustain poliovirus transmission, wild or vaccine. This observation 722

supports the long-held hypothesis that oral-oral transmission is important in settings with high 723

socioeconomic status and corresponding good sanitation, supported by many observations that IPV 724

alone—an effective blocker of oral shedding [64,85]—can block transmission and prevent outbreaks 725

from importation in middle- and high-SES communities [8, 85]. 726

High transmission settings. In contrast, our model indicates that epidemic Sabin transmission 727

“out of the vial” in settings like Uttar Pradesh and Bihar in the 2000s can only be prevented by high 728

immunity against infection. High immunity was common prior to OPV cessation: we inferred from 729

reported estimates of shedding duration that the typical OPV-equivalent immunity in healthy 730

children who reported six or more doses of tOPV is roughly NAb = 512. This conclusion of high 731

immunity despite high WPV risk, due to both comprehensive vaccination and endemic WPV 732

transmission, is supported by serosurveys as well [86]. With that immunity, we estimate local 733

Reff = 0.05 for Sabin 2. However, once families have more than one child who received only bOPV 734

immunization, because of the ability of both children to shed high quantities of poliovirus, we 735

estimate the local reproduction number of Sabin 2 will jump to Reff = 9.3, bounded by the number 736

of intimate contacts (assumed Nh = 10) and not by immunity against infection. Demographic 737

transitions [87] will reduce local Reff roughly in proportion to declining birth rates, but local Reff 738

will remain above protective levels without significant reductions in fecal-oral exposure in currently 739

high-transmission settings. 740

The pre-OPV-cessation experience that cVDPV is non-existent in moderate transmission settings 741

and rare in high transmission settings relies on the dual rarities of sustaining transmission prior to 742

recovering wild phenotype and of finding under-vaccinated communities of sufficient size and social 743

integration to connect thousands of immunologically-naive children such that cases of paralytic polio 744

result. Within a few years of OPV cessation, cVDPV emergence will require neither rarity—the 745

Sabin strains will be capable of epidemic transmission in many settings even under perfect 746

vaccination coverage. 747
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Discussion 748

We have covered a great deal of information in pursuit of a single question: when all the evidence is 749

considered, should OPV cessation fundamentally change how we think about the Sabin polio 750

vaccine? We conclude that the answer is yes. The Sabin strains became the preferred live-attenuated 751

vaccine because of their low neurovirulence and high vaccine efficacy [4, 88]. In pursuit of both goals, 752

we arrived at vaccine strains that are 1,000–10,000 times less neurovirulent than wild polioviruses [5], 753

but only five to ten times less infectious. The Sabin vaccine strains are fundamentally infectious 754

polioviruses with very low virulence—less capable of causing paralysis but not categorically different 755

from the naturally-occurring low-virulence strains once found in the wild [88]. However, like for the 756

naturally-occurring low-virulence strains, neurovirulence is not a stable phenotype. In the absence of 757

widespread population immunity, the difference between vaccine and wild virus is small in settings 758

where community transmission of the vaccine strains is possible. 759

The safety and effectiveness of tOPV in the pre-eradication era. Prior to the advent of 760

polio vaccination, the vast majority of people possessed immunity against polio infection due to 761

natural exposure to WPV at young ages. When first introduced, Sabin OPV lowered the rate of 762

paralysis everywhere it was used because it replaced WPV infection as the source of first exposure in 763

previously unimmunized vaccine recipients. As coverage expanded and neonatal vaccination began, 764

OPV use artificially increased the force of infection of the Sabin viruses above the highest historical 765

levels of wild poliovirus transmission. In doing so, it displaced WPV from the human population 766

while achieving unprecedented levels of immunity and dramatically reduced risk of paralysis. With 767

high levels of population immunity, significant poliovirus transmission is impossible, and so OPV 768

vaccination could be continued indefinitely with risks very small in comparison to WPV. 769

The safety and stability of OPV cessation in middle- and high-income countries. In 770

the absence of widespread WPV transmission, the non-zero neurovirulence of Sabin strains causes a 771

non-negligible public health burden. Because IPV is highly effective against viremia, and thus oral 772

shedding and paralysis, many countries now precede OPV with IPV or use IPV alone to provide 773

immunity against polio. Due to the high cost of IPV relative to OPV, only middle- and high-income 774

countries currently rely solely on IPV vaccination [7, 89]. Because increases in socioeconomic status 775

are accompanied by improvements in sanitation and reductions in family size, it is likely that many 776

countries that were once capable of sustaining endemic polio transmission are now unable to support 777
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transmission of even wild poliovirus via the fecal-oral route, and thus IPV alone is sufficient to 778

protect from transmission in most of the places that have already ceased OPV use. 779

The metastability of OPV cessation in Israel. The 2013 WPV1 outbreak in Israel [22] 780

shows the limits of IPV as a vaccine against poliovirus transmission. The observation that 781

importation of the Sabin strains does not cause cVDPV while importation of WPV can cause a 782

national outbreak, as well as the estimated community reproduction number of WPV near 1 [15], 783

indicate that transmission intensity during the WPV1 outbreak was similar to that once common in 784

low-SES parts of the USA. In such circumstances, mass vaccination with OPV is necessary to 785

eliminate WPV transmission, but the Sabin strains are not capable of widespread transmission prior 786

to complete genetic reversion, and so OPV cessation can resume safely after outbreak interruption. 787

The instability of OPV cessation in low-income countries. In settings with low-SES and 788

accompanying inadequate sanitation, our synthesis of the evidence accumulated over decades makes 789

clear that the ability of the Sabin strains to transmit has been limited by population immunity and 790

not by the attenuated phenotype. In the absence of substantial population immunity, the Sabin 791

strains will be capable of widespread transmission “out of the vial” prior to any genetic reversion, 792

and so, with respect to transmission, the Sabin strains will behave like wild poliovirus. If Sabin OPV 793

has to be used in outbreak response once population immunity has fallen below historically 794

protective levels, synchronized vaccination campaigns with coverage sufficiently high to saturate 795

local contact networks can limit cVDPV risk within target populations. However, export into 796

unvaccinated populations will only be limited by the weakness of social ties that are difficult to 797

characterize or control. WPV outbreaks demonstrate that poliovirus is able to rapidly traverse the 798

world despite immunity in the majority of people [8, 90,91]. If mOPV used in outbreak response 799

campaigns is found to seed more cVDPV outbreaks than can be prevented with further campaigns, 800

then OPV will need to be re-introduced to routine immunization to maintain the pre-cessation 801

successes of the polio eradication program—successes that have limited poliomyelitis to only 802

hundreds of paralytic cases per year [2, 5], down from hundreds of thousands [4]. 803

Timeline for cascading cVDPV2 outbreak risk. Global Sabin 2 cessation began in April 804

2016, when it was believed that all persistent cVDPV2 transmission had ceased [7]. At the same 805

time, a cVDPV2 lineage thought eliminated was detected in environmental surveillance in Borno, 806

Nigeria, and it is continuing to circulate at the time of writing in September 2016 [7,92]. In response, 807
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mOPV2 campaigns are being conducted in the Lake Chad region, but due to the impacts of violent 808

conflict on surveillance and vaccination, there is currently no timeline for the expected interruption 809

of the cVDPV2. 810

Six months after tOPV cessation, the conditions supporting Sabin 2 transmission have likely not 811

changed substantially. Type 2 immunity throughout sub-Saharan Africa was rapidly increased in 812

preparation for tOPV cessation [7,93,94]. Almost all households contain only at most one child born 813

after cessation, and our model of transmission among intimate contacts predicts that one 814

unimmunized child is insufficient to support local epidemic transmission. At this time, focal mOPV2 815

campaigns are not likely to seed cVDPV2 outside of the target population. However, our models 816

show that once families have more than one child born after tOPV cessation, the potential for Sabin 817

2 transmission will increase substantially to near WPV levels. The median birth spacing in most 818

currently-OPV-using countries is between 24 and 36 months [95]. Thus, we predict that in 819

2018–2019, the risk of establishing cVDPV2 in the many regions of the developing world that have 820

not received mOPV2 campaigns will increase substantially. The meager cross-immunity of bOPV 821

(and one or more doses of IPV) against type 2 does not alter this conclusion. 822

Our estimate of 2 to 3 years to increased cVDPV2 risk are compatible with the known 823

epidemiology of cVDPV2 outbreaks. Although only understood in 2003, the first known example of 824

widespread circulation of Sabin 2 after a small release took place in Belarus in 1965 [96]. Two years 825

after a local experiment in OPV cessation, tOPV given to 40 children likely spread type 2 poliovirus 826

throughout a city of 160,000 people for at least 10 months. In Northern Nigeria, after a political 827

vaccination ban and widespread vaccine refusal in 2003 [97], twelve independent VDPV lineages were 828

detected in the following one to three years in association with the restoration of tOPV campaigns, 829

including the largest known outbreak of cVDPV2 in history [98]. 830

The importance of IPV. We echo the recommendation of the WHO Strategic Advisory Group 831

of Experts on Immunization to introduce IPV into global routine immunization [7,99]. While IPV in 832

RI will have little direct impact on transmission in settings with poor sanitation, IPV boosting 833

campaigns will remain effective interventions against transmission until a few years after cessation 834

when a lack of primary immunity in young children will dominate transmission everywhere. 835

Expanded IPV coverage will prevent paralysis from polio outbreaks and OPV use. Long-term, if 836

poliovirus transmission cannot be interrupted globally without using OPV in RI, then IPV followed 837

by OPV provides superior protection against paralysis and all the immunological benefits of OPV 838
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vaccination without the associated risks. In all scenarios, in a population well-immunized with IPV, 839

live poliovirus re-introduction does not pose substantial risks to human health. 840

Conflicting with this recommendation is a severe IPV shortage. Despite coordinated global effort 841

to introduce at least one dose of IPV everywhere, currently 50 countries have either not done so or 842

are experiencing stockouts that will not be replenished until at least the end of 2017 [7]. Our 843

analysis of how IPV affects poliovirus transmission supports the current Global Polio Eradication 844

Initiative (GPEI) IPV prioritization in which supply flows first to the endemic countries, where 845

paralysis risk is highest and the ability of IPV boosting to induce herd immunity is greatest; then to 846

countries at high risk of cVDPV, where IPV will prevent the paralytic consequences of uncontrolled 847

Sabin transmission; and then to outbreak responses, where IPV will play a secondary role to OPV in 848

interrupting transmission; and finally to countries currently at lower risk of polio transmission, 849

where IPV provides a safe and effective insurance policy against all forms of poliovirus importation. 850

Given the evolving landscape of cVDPV2 risk, the IPV shortage should be viewed as a global public 851

health emergency, and all efforts to achieve adequate supply must be accelerated. These efforts 852

should include attempting to procure donations and shift allocations from middle- and high-income 853

countries that currently give four or more doses of IPV in RI. 854

Sufficient OPV manufacturing capacity must be maintained until OPV cessation is 855

secure. Even in the absence of IPV supply, we reiterate that resuming OPV vaccination is vastly 856

preferable to the widespread resurgence of WPV or cVDPV transmission. It is thus imperative that 857

sufficient Sabin manufacturing capability be maintained until we can be confident that all polio 858

transmission has ceased or that Sabin vaccine is no longer necessary. This recommendation is in 859

conflict with the limitations that the GAPIII policy on poliovirus containment places on vaccine 860

manufacturers in low-income countries [100], and so it is critical that the GPEI coordinate with 861

vaccine manufacturers now to insure that adequate supply for OPV re-introduction in RI will be 862

available if necessary. One creative route to securing sustained OPV supply capacity would be to 863

develop contigency plans to repurpose Sabin IPV supplies into OPV should the need arise [101]. 864

The long-term stability of polio eradication requires a new vaccine. Given the realities 865

of IPV supply constraints and costs, inadequate routine immunization coverage, the necessity of 866

Sabin containment, and the long-term risks of poliovirus re-introduction, the difficulty of achieving 867

and sustaining polio eradication with the current vaccines speaks to the importance of developing 868
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improved vaccines that produce infection-blocking immunity without the risks of Sabin 869

OPV [102–106]. Genetically-stabilized engineered live vaccines (new OPV) are closest to reaching 870

the clinic and are most promising for retaining the benefits of Sabin OPV [107]. To enable new OPV 871

developers to secure long-term polio eradication, regulatory agencies should support pathways to 872

approval based on genetic and animal correlates of neurovirulence and the shedding index correlate 873

of person-to-person transmissibility to assess the safety of new OPV candidates, without requiring 874

direct evidence from massive field trials of reduced rates of vaccine-associated paralytic poliomyelitis 875

and cVDPV. Because attenuation of neurovirulence and transmission can be achieved in many 876

ways [108–111], and adjuvanted IPV provides a complementary route to a new vaccine [106], funding 877

agencies should support continued research until a new vaccine with the necessary properties 878

achieves clinical success. 879

Conclusion. The totality of evidence accumulated over the last 75 years indicates that OPV 880

cessation will not be stable in high transmission countries if poliovirus outbreaks continue after 881

cessation for more than two to three years. By keeping our analysis very close to the best clinical 882

and epidemiological data on the impacts of polio vaccination on transmission, and by quantifying 883

our predictions for the future potential for widespread Sabin transmission in terms of the known 884

potential of WPV transmission, we hope to emphasize that the conclusion that cVDPV risk will rise 885

well above historical norms within a few years of OPV cessation follows from the deeply understood 886

epidemiology of polio and not the particular assumptions of our model. It follows from the simple 887

facts that the Sabin strains are infectious polioviruses by design and that doses acquired via 888

fecal-oral exposure can be much higher in the poorest parts of the developing world than they were 889

in the countries where Sabin OPV was first studied and where OPV cessation has already been 890

successful. OPV cessation must be secured quickly for OPV re-introduction to be avoided. If OPV 891

re-introduction is required, securing IPV supply is critical for achieving the dual goals of maintaining 892

population immunity against transmission without risks of paralysis. Given the costs and complexity 893

of sustaining dual vaccination with IPV and OPV, both financial and regulatory support for new 894

polio vaccines must be sustained until viable candidates are found to guarantee the stability of polio 895

eradication for the indefinite future. 896
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Table S1. Parameter table.
component equation parameter value (range) meaning

OPV-equivalent
humoral antibody
titer

- NAb

(
1, 211

)
individual correlate of immunity

probability of
shedding duration

(1)

µS 30.3 (23.6, 38.6) days Sabin median shedding duration (NAb = 1)

σS 1.86 (1.57, 2.27) days Sabin scale parameter

µWPV 43.0 (35.7, 51.7) days WPV median shedding duration (NAb = 1)

σWPV 1.69 (1.21, 1.94) days WPV scale parameter

δ 1.16 (1.13, 1.21) days median reduction per log2(NAb)

peak shedding vs
age

(2)

Smax 6.7 (5.9, 7.5) TCID50/g maximum stool concentration at age 7 months

Smin 4.3 (3.5, 5.0) TCID50/g maximum stool concentration at older ages

τ 10 (1, 33) months decay time constant of peak concentration with age

peak shedding vs
immunity

(3) k 0.056 (0.01, 0.079) shedding reduction with log2(NAb)

shedding
concentration vs
time

(4)

η 1.65 (1.26, 2.09) location parameter

ν 0.17 (0.01, 0.78) scale parameter

ξ 0.32 (0.08, 0.71) time-dependent scale

dose response (5)

α 0.44 (0.29, 0.83) shape parameter

γ 0.55 (0.51, 0.57) immunity-dependent shape parameter exponent

βS1 14 (3, 59) TCID50 Sabin 1 scale parameter

βS2 8 (2, 30) TCID50 Sabin 2 scale parameter

βS3 18 (5, 63) TCID50 Sabin 3 scale parameter

βWPV 1.8 (0.2, 29) TCID50 WPV scale parameter

waning immunity
against infection

(6) λ 0.75 (0.59, 0.89) immunity decay exponenent

Houston Sabin
transmission

(S1–8)

pS1 106 vaccine dose [TCID50]

pS1 0.79 (0.70, 0.88) study-specific mOPV1 take

pS2 0.92 (1.0, 0.85) study-specific mOPV2 take

pS3 0.81 (0.71, 0.91) study-specific mOPV3 take

Ai 12 months assumed age of index (infant)

As 48 months assumed age of sibling and extrafamilial contact

Tis 5 (1, 45)µg per day daily fecal exposure from infant to sibling

Tsc 46 (2, 92)µg per day daily fecal exposure from sibling to extrafamilial contact

NAb 1 pre-challenge immunity (all subjects)

Louisiana WPV
transmission

(S1–8)

Ai 12 months assumed age of index

As 48 months assumed age of older sibling

Tis 5 (1, 45)µg per day daily fecal exposure from infant to sibling

NAb,seronegative 1 pre-exposure immunity (index case and seronegative siblings)

NAb,seropositive 93 pre-exposure immunity (seropositive siblings)

India WPV
transmission

(S1–8)

Ai 12 months assumed age of index case

As 48 months assumed age of sibling and extrafamilial contact

Tis 3.4× 103 (30, 3.4× 105)µg per day daily fecal exposure from infant to sibling

Tsc 3.2× 104 (240, 3.2× 106)µg per day daily fecal exposure from sibling to extrafamilial contact

NAb,tOPV 0–2 1 pre-exposure immunity (tOPV 0–2 doses)

NAb,tOPV 6+ 512 pre-exposure immunity (tOPV 6+ doses)
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Table S2. OPV challenge studies included in analysis. Mean age rounded to nearest month. “Live
virus exposure” indicates that some subjects may have prior immunity from natural acquisition of WPV or
OPV by contact. More detailed information about the included and considered but excluded studies can be
found in the digitized data tables available at
https://github.com/famulare/howPolioVaccinationAffectsPoliovirusTransmission.
* IPV administered at same time as OPV; † IPV administered alone but after prior OPV.

RI
regimen

RI
schedule

challenge
age at
challenge

location
publication
date

live virus
exposure

shedding
duration

shedding
titer

dose
response

reference

seronegative
-

mOPV1
mOPV2

5 y Nether-
lands

1959 yes yes no no Verlinde1959 [1]

natural mOPV3 20 y

seronegative - mOPV1
11 m UK 1961 no yes yes no Dick1961 [2]

IPVx2 - mOPV2

seronegative - mOPV2 12 m UK 1961 no no no yes Dane1961 [3]

seronegative -
mOPV1
tOPV

2 y USA 1961 no yes no no Horstmann1961 [4]

unvaccinated -
mOPV1
bOPV

0 m USA 1962 no yes no no Holguin1962 [5]

unvaccinated -

mOPV1

6 m

UK 1966 yes yes yes yes Henry1966 [6]
tOPVx3 7,8,9 m 16 m

IPVx3 2,3,4 m 6 m

IPVx4 2,3,4,15 m 16 m

unvaccinated -
mOPV1
mOPV2
mOPV3

2 y Japan 1966 no yes no no Takatsu1966 [7]

unvaccinated -

mOPV1
mOPV2
mOPV3
tOPV

1 y USA 1967 no yes no no Benyesh-Melnick1967 [8]

unvaccinated - mOPV1 2 m UK 1981 no no no yes Minor1981 [9]

unvaccinated -
tOPV

0 or 2 m
China 1986 no yes no no Dong1986 [10]

tOPVx1 0 m 2 m

tOPVx3
2,4,18 m tOPV 2 y USA 1991 yes yes no yes Onorato1991 [11]

IPVx3

unvaccinated -
tOPV

2 m
Romania 1997 yes yes no no Ion-Nedelcu1997 [12]

IPVx2 2,3 m 4 m

unvaccinated -

tOPV

7 m

France 1997 no yes no no Mallet1997 [13]tOPVx1 7 m 8 m

tOPVx2 7,8 m 9 m

IPVx3 4,6,12 m mOPV3 18 m Finland 1999 no yes yes no Piirainen1999 [14]

seronegative
-

mOPV1
65 y

Nether-
lands

2005 yes yes no no Abbink2005 [15]
natural mOPV3

unvaccinated -

tOPV

2 m

USA 2005 yes yes no no Laassri2005 [16]tOPVx2 2,4 m 6 m

IPVx2 2,4 m 6 m

mOPV1x1
0 m mOPV1

1 m
Egypt 2008 no yes no no El-Sayed2008 [17]

tOPVx1 2 y

IPVx2
& tOPVx2

2*,4*,7 m
tOPV

10 m
Israel 2008 no yes no no Swartz2008 [18]

IPVx3
& tOPVx3

2*,4*,7,13*
m

16 m

tOPVxN
campaigns

mOPV1
1,5,10 y India 2014 yes no no yes Jafari2014 [19]

IPV boost mOPV3

IPVx1
& bOPVx2

2*,3,4 m

mOPV2 5 m Chile 2015 no yes yes no O’Ryan2015 [20]IPVx2
& bOPVx1

2*,3*,4 m

IPVx3 2*,3*,4* m

bOPVx3
& IPVx1

2,3,4* m

mOPV2

5 or 9 m

Latin
America

2016 no yes yes no Asturias2016 [21]
bOPVx3
& IPVx2

2,3,4*,8†

m
9 m

bOPVx3 2,3,4 m 5 m

tOPVx3 2,3,4 m 5 m
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Shedding duration after OPV challenge

Figure S1 shows the reverse cumulative shedding duration distributions that describe estimates of the

probability an individual is still shedding after successful OPV take. Each curve represents the sample-size

weighted average of the curves from the individual studies; disaggregated data is provided in the

supplementary data files. All original data were presented as estimates of prevalence over time, sampled on

discrete days that often differ across studies, and variations in sample size due to missing data or dropout

were often impossible to reconstruct. These distributions are thus not proper Kaplan-Meier estimates of the

survival functions, and due to different censoring patterns across studies, the average curves are not

guaranteed to decrease monotonically, although deviations from monotonicity are rare and only found with

small total sample sizes.

Figure S2 reprises the estimated median shedding durations and model OPV-equivalent humoral

immunity for all RI regimens shown in Figures 2–4.
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Figure S1. Shedding duration data and model best-fits for all studied vaccination schedules.
Color encodes serotype (Sabin 1, blue; Sabin 2, red; Sabin 3, orange) and model estimates of the
OPV-equivalent humoral antibody titers against challenge serotype, mean (95% CI), are shown. (Interactive
online.)
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Figure S2. Median shedding duration and inferred antibody titers following all studied
vaccination schedules and 95% confidence interval. Color encodes challenge serotype, and antibody titers
are homotypic to the challenge serotype.
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Concentration of poliovirus in stool after OPV challenge

Figure S3 shows the geometric mean poliovirus concentration in stool (TCID50/g) for all included trial arms.

Seronegative, unvaccinated, IPVx2, and IPVx3 data also appear in Figure 5, and all type 2 data appear

age-adjusted to 12 months in Figure 6.
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Figure S3. Concentration in stool vs. time for all trial arms. Geometric mean poliovirus
concentration in stool (TCID50/g) vs. time since OPV challenge for all included trial arms. (Interactive
online.)

Figure S4 shows the average concentration, age-adjusted to 120 months for all immunologically-naive trial

arms (seronegative, unvaccinated, IPVx2, and IPVx3) and the best fit temporal profile described in equation

(4).
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Figure S4. Concentration vs. time for immunologically-naive individuals. Data combined for all
immunologically-naive trial arms (seronegative, unvaccinated, IPVx2, and IPVx3), and model best-fit and
95% confidence interval, equation (4).
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Determining the interval between last immunization and OPV

challenge to assess waning immunity against infection

For individuals from tOPVx3 vaccine trials, intervals between last immunization and mOPV challenge

ranged from 1 month [21] to 6 months [11]. To assess waning of tOPV-based immunity in older children, one

study in Uttar Pradesh compared mOPV vaccine take rates in children 1, 5, or 10 years of age [19] who had

previously recieved an unknown but high number of tOPV doses. To estimate the likely interval between last

immunization and challenge, we assumed that children are offered up to 5 doses in the first year of life (3 RI

plus 5 campaigns at 60% coverage), corresponding to roughly 2.5 months on average between last vaccination

and mOPV challenge at 1 year of age. We assumed campaigns delivered 3 doses per year in ages two through

four, corresponding to roughly 4 months between last vaccination and challenge at 5 years of age, and no

doses after 5 years of age, corresponding to 5 years since last vaccination and challenge at 10 years of age. For

this study, OPV-equivalent immunity was inferred via vaccine take rates using equation (5). Data on adult

shedding after natural immunity were taken from studies in the Netherlands. From the study by Verlinde et

al [1] in 1959, the average seropositive subject in the study was 20 years of age, and we assumed that their

last infection was 5 years earlier at 15 years of age when maximum seropositivity was first achieved in the

population. From the study by Abbink et al [15] from 2005 that measured shedding in elderly individuals

upon mOPV challenge, we assumed last exposure was 45 years earlier in 1960, at roughly the year in which

widespread endemic transmission ceased in the Netherlands. We included data for both seropositive and

seronegative adults from the Abbink et al study because seronegative adults showed evidence of memory

immunity and reduced shedding durations in comparison to immunologically-naive children.

Houston 1960: detailed exploration of shedding fraction by age

As shown in Fig. S5, older index children shed slightly less after mOPV challenge than younger children for

types 2 and 3 (type 1 p = 0.105; type 2 p = 0.016; type 3 p = 0.025). The reduction may be influenced by

three effects. One possibility is a small fraction of older children experienced natural exposure prior to the

start of the study and so have more immunity than suggested by their lack of vaccination history. We believe

this is unlikely as it is unlikely wild polio transmission would affect a small fraction of a geographically,

demographically, and immunologically similar cohort. A second possibility is a small influence from prior IPV
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immunization. As described in Table 1 of Benyesh-Melnick et al [8], older index children were more likely to

have received at least one dose of IPV. However, it should be noted that the original authors who had access

to the individual-level data reported that they found no significant differences between IPV and unvaccinated

index subjects, as is compatible with our metastudy. A third possibility is that stool concentrations of

poliovirus are higher in young infants who are not yet eating solid foods and may not have mature immune

systems, and so stool culture may be more sensitive to shedding in younger children. This third possibility is

suggested by the observations summarized in equation (2) that shedding in children under 8 months of age

shed systematically higher viral concentrations than comparable children 15 to 18 months of age [6, 11].
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Figure S5. Fraction shedding by cohort and age range as originally reported. Observed fraction
shedding and estimated 95% binomial confidence interval for each serotype, subject type, and reported age
cohort.

There were no statistically significant differences in shedding among the age groups under 12 months, 12

to 23 months, 24 to 35 months, or 36 to 59 months for any serotype. However, there was significantly less

shedding in the 60 to 107 month age group relative to the 36 to 59 age group (p < 0.001 for all serotypes).
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As stated in the main text, shedding in siblings age 60 to 107 months (5 to 9 years) is significantly below

that of ages less than 5 years for all serotypes (type 1 p < 0.001; type 2 p < 0.001; type 3 p = 0.002).

No breakdown by age was presented by Benyesh-Melnick et al [8] for the extrafamilial contacts of the

siblings. However, because the contacts are demographically similar to the siblings and age is a significant

factor for poliovirus acquisition via transmission in this setting, we used age-adjusted shedding rates in this

paper. To estimate the unreported shedding fraction in the age under 5 contact cohort, we adjusted the total

reported shedding counts for each serotype as follows:

(estimated contacts shedding under 5) = (total contacts shedding)× (fraction siblings shedding under 5)

(estimated contacts under 5) = (total contacts)× (fraction siblings under 5) .

The estimated counts were rounded to the nearest integer and confidence intervals presented are based on

the rounded estimated counts. The estimated age 5 to 9 years contact data was constructed similarly.

Index-sibling-extrafamilial contact transmission model

The index-sibling-extrafamilial contact model was implemented in Matlab (supplementary file

primarySecondaryTertiaryDoseModel.m) and all parameters are given in Table S1. For each of the three

individuals along the transmission chain, based on specified age and pre-exposure immunity, the model

calculates daily incidence (the probability of becoming infected each day), prevalence (the probability of

shedding poliovirus in stool each day), and quantity shed (TCID50 per gram).

All infections in index (primary) children begin on day t = 1 due to exposure on day t = 0. For our

analysis of the Houston Sabin transmission study, infection started with vaccination with dose = 106

TCID50. The incidence due to vaccination is given by

Pindex (infected at t) =


pSxP

(
infection

∣∣dose = 106 TCID50, NAb,index

)
t = 1 days

0 t > 1 days

(S1)

where pSx is the study-specific mOPVx (x = 1, 2, 3) vaccine take for NAb = 1 and the second term is given

by the dose response model in equation (5). For our analyses of WPV surveillance around index cases,

Pindex (infection) = 1 by definition. In index cases, the prevalence after vaccination is thus

Pindex (shedding at t) = Pindex (infected at t = 1)P
(
shedding at t

∣∣NAb,index; infected at t = 1
)
, (S2)
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where the first term is from eq. (S1) and the second is the shedding duration model in equation (1).

Incidence in siblings (secondary) derives from exposure to index (primary) shedding as:

Psibling (infected at t) = Psibling

(
transmission at t

∣∣index shedding
)
Pindex

(
shedding at t

∣∣NAb,index; infected at t = 1
)

(S3)

with

Psibling

(
transmission at t

∣∣index shedding
)

= β(t)
t−1∏
t′=1

(1− β(t′))

β(t) = P
(
infection

∣∣dose at t,NAb,sibling

)
(S4)

(dose at t) = Tis ×
(
index concentration (t)

∣∣NAb,index; index age
)
,

where Tis is the daily fecal-oral exposure between index and sibling per day (grams of stool), index fecal

concentration (TCID50 per gram) is determined by the fecal concentration model in equation (4), β(t) is the

infection probability determined by the dose response model with sibling pre-exposure immunity, and

Psibling

(
transmission at t

∣∣index shedding
)
is the probability the sibling is infected on day t given contact

with a shedding index child.

Sibling (secondary) prevalence follows from convolving the daily incidence with the shedding duration

distribution:

Psibling (shedding at t) =

tc∑
t′=1

Psibling (infected at t′)P
(
shedding at (t− t′)

∣∣NAb,sibling; infected at t′
)
. (S5)

The cutoff time is for computational convenience; tc = 35 days for Houston and tc = 100 days for Louisiana,

and Uttar Pradesh and Bihar.

Extrafamilial contact (tertiary) shedding derives from exposure to sibling (secondary) shedding, after

summing over all days at which the sibling may have been infected, as:

Pcontact (infected at t) =

tc∑
t′=1

[
Pcontact

(
transmission at t

∣∣sibling shedding since t′
)

× Psibling (infected at t′)P
(
shedding at (t− t′)

∣∣NAb,sibling; infected at t′
)]
, (S6)
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with

Pcontact

(
transmission at t

∣∣sibling shedding since t′
)

= β(t)
t−1∏
t′′=t′

(1− β(t′′))

β(t) = P
(
infection

∣∣dose at t,NAb,sibling

)
(S7)

(dose at t) = Tsc ×
(
sibling concentration (t− t′)

∣∣NAb,sibling; sibling age
)
,

where Tsc is the daily fecal-oral exposure between sibling and extrafamilial contact per day, and (t− t′) is the

interval since the sibling became infected. This convolution over sibling incidence accounts for the

dependence of the daily dose received by extrafamilial contacts on the start of sibling infection. Extrafamilial

contact prevalence follows from incidence in the same manner as for the sibling:

Pcontact (shedding at t) =

tc∑
t′=1

Pcontact (infected at t′)P
(
shedding at (t− t′)

∣∣NAb,contact; infected at t′
)
.

(S8)

Local reproduction number

We introduced the local reproduction number to summarize the transmission among clusters of households,

based on the index–sibling–contact model described above. In the main text, we define the local

reproduction number in equation (7) as:

Reff = phhNh,

where phh is the total probability that an index child transmits in one household transmits through its older

sibling contacts to an extrafamilial contact in another household, and Nh is the number of intimate

extra-familial contacts (and is thus a measure of the number of households exposed). In terms of index to

extrafamilial contact transmission, we define phh as the cumulative incidence in an extrafamilial contact

given infection in an index case:

phh =

∑tc
t=1 Pcontact (infected at t)∑tc
t=1 Pindex (infected at t)

,

(S9)

with tc = 100 days.
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Figure S6. Local reproduction number across all settings as a function of daily fecal-oral
exposure and intimate contact network size. (A-D) Sabin 1, (E-H) Sabin 2, (I-L) Sabin 3, (M-P)
WPV. As in Figure 13, for the tOPV era (A,E,I,M), we assume all children have an OPV-equivalent antibody
titer of NAb = 512. For the mixed bOPV & tOPV era (B,F,J,N), we assume index children have NAb = 8
against type 2 and contacts had NAb = 256 to reflect partial waning. For the bOPV-only era (C,G,K,O), we
assume all children have NAb = 8, and for the IPV-only or immunologically-naive era (D,H,L,P), NAb = 1.
While there is no “bOPV” in use for Sabin 1 and 3, plots with those immune states are included to show how
transmission varies by serotype for equivalent incomplete immunity. Differences in transmissibility by
serotype and attenuation are due to differences in infectivity (Table 1). In Houston in 1960, WPV was
endemic in a pre-OPV population. In settings with higher fecal-oral exposure and larger intimate contact
networks, similar and greater levels of transmissibility will be common for all Sabin strains after OPV
cessation. In the absence of immunity against infection, the virological differences in transmissiblity between
the Sabin strains and WPV are small in comparison to the structural differences between settings.
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